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EDITORIAL LETTERS

WHO IS TO BLAME?

THE Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries will assemble in Richmond

soon to adopt regulations which, together with some laws previously enacted

by the General Assetiil)ly, will govern upland hunting seasons and bag limits

this fall. And when they do, you may be sure that the game laws and

regulations for 1963-64 will form essentially the same kind of complex,

crazy-quilt pattern that we have learned to expect, and which we have come

to accept with a mixture of resignation and annoyance.

Virginians could do something constructive about this, if they would

—

not about this year's rules, to be sure, but next year's. And the time to start

doing something about a more simplified and uniform pattern for next year is

right now.

Much of the complexity to be found in Virginia's hunting laws and

regulations stems from uncoordinated and inconsistent local game laws, de-

manded by local groups and enacted by the General Assembly in past years.

In the interest of sound game management, statewide, these should be re-

pealed. Every two years members of the General Assembly are sent to Rich-

mond with mandates to introduce legislation directly affecting the hunting

of one game species in this county, another in that. Legislators can hardly

be blamed, if this is what their constituents say they want. If, for a change,

those who object to complex and inconsistent hunting restrictions throughout

the state would send their legislators to Richmond with a mandate to repeal

all these special local game laws, the Commission would be free to establish

its regulations with a lot more uniformity and consistency than is possible now.

But not all of the special provisions and exceptions that will clutter up

the 1963 hunting law digest are the result of actions of the General Assembly.

Game Commission regulations begin where Acts of Assembly leave off. Com-

missioners, like legislators, listen carefully to the wishes of local groups

(which often are expressed through resolutions by County Boards of Super-

visors), and weigh these wishes against the conclusions and recommendations

of trained game biologists whose views inject the technical or professional

element into the decision-making process. This is as it should be. The Com-
missioners stand between the professional managers and the users of the

resource, to insure that Virginia's wildlife is managed for, and generally in

accordance with the will of, the people of the Commonwealth. After all, re-

source management is ultimately a responsibility of society, and can be left

entirely to an expert elite only at the sacrifice of democratic values and

ideals. So long as the public does not agree with the experts, both sides must

be heard.

In adjudicating between the professional, armed with statistics and

factual scientific data, and the local "public" whose views are likely to be

parochial but none-the-less important to the democratic process of managing

game for people, the Commissioners face hard choices indeed. Often they

find themselves in an awkward position not of their own making. For example,

speaking through the Board of Supervisors, county "A" requests that the hunt-

ing season on turkeys be closed for two years, although biologists advise

that the county's turkey population, compared to that of adjacent areas, does

not need this special protection. Meanwhile, a delegation from nearby
county "B" appears at a Commission hearing and argues strongly against a

closed turkey season, even though biologists report that the turkeys in county

"B" have suffered as a result of two successive poor nesting seasons, that

last year's harvest was far below normal, and that the turkeys in county

"B" are more in need of additional protection than those in county "A".

You can do something about Virginia's crazy-quilt pattern of hunting

laws and regulations, if you want to. You can urge the repeal of special,

local laws having to do with seasons and bag limits, when next the General

Assembly meets, in order to leave the Commission free to establish uniform
regulations consistent with regional conditions and re(iuirements. You can
urge your influential friends to broaden their point of view, find out more about
conditions that prevail throughout the broad geographic regions of the state,

recognize that their own observations in the field are comparatively limited

and therefore not a safe base for general conclusions, and realize that game
cannot be managed entirely on a local, county by county basis. You can help

overcome the distasteful complexity of our hunting regulations if you will

ash the biologists, and listen to them, rather than trying to tell them—and
if you will demand that your political representatives at county and state

level do likewise.—J. F. Mc.

Congratulations To Our Printer

One of the true rewards in tlie printing

business is the satisfaction of seeing our ef-

forts produce a well printed piece from what,

usually a very short time before, was "cus-

tomer copy."

A new reward came to us recently when we
received 10 awards in the Virginia State

Printers' Association competition, plus the

August A. Dietz, Jr., Memorial Award, "in

recognition of fine printing consistent with

the highest traditions of Virginia Graphic

Arts."

ViKGiNiA Wildlife was one of our 10 in-

dividual award winners in the "Periodicals"

category, large shop classification.

We are very proud of this honor and want

to share it with you. We know full well that

printing excellence begins with the printer's

customer. Thank you for giving us this oppor-

tunity to produce an award winner.

Bill Trevvett, President

Trewett, Christian & Co.

Richmond. Virginia

Bucks and Antlers

IN his article in the January edition of Vir-

ginia Wildlife, game warden Booker ex-

presses surprise over the number of hunters

who refuse to believe that deer shed their

racks once every year. Though this is a

known biological fact, it still remains a

mystery to anyone who is not a student in

the field. It may be said in defense of doubt-

ing Thomases that very few of them would

be able to tell apart any "bald-headed" bucks

from does, should they venture into the woods

after the closing of hunting season, as warden

Booker suggests.

The best proof for the doubtful would be

indeed a mess of discarded antlers scattered

in the woods frequented by deer. This is,

however, not the case. Though I have been

hunting and fishing in northern Virginia for

several years, I am still looking for my first

deerless antler. More than that, I have never

heard of anybody in this area finding one.

What happens to all those shed racks? Are

they hidden by the leprechauns?

George Winterhalter

Washington, D. C.

It is true that some iieople doubt that deer

shed their antlers simply because discarded

antlers are not found littering the forest floor

where deer are known to exist. Discarded

antlers may be picked up while the deer are

shedding them or very soon thereafter. Al-

though they are not as resistant to decay as

bone, and this is one reason for their dis-

appearance, the real reason that they disap-

pear seems to be that they are enjoyed by

mice and other gnawing rodents. They are

found in early spring, both whole and par-

tially gnawed away, but by mid-summer are

very scarce, if indeed there are any left at all.

—Ed.



HEWfOIfEPT
of

PARK MiyGEMEKT
(Extracted from the report ''Wildlife Management in the Na-

tional Parks" by Secretary of the Interior's Advisory Board*

on Wildlife Management)

HOW far should the National Park Service go in utiliz-

ing the tools of management to maintain wildlife

populations? Protection alone, which has been the

core of Park Service policy, is not adequate to achieve the

broad goals of the national park system.

In the Congressional Act of 1916 which created the Na-

tional Park Service, preservation of native animal life was
clearly specified as one of the purposes of the parks. In im-

plementing this Act, the newly formed Park Service de-

veloped a philosophy of wildlife protection, which in that

era was indeed the most obvious and immediate need in

wildlife conservation. Thus the parks were established as

refuges, the animal populations were protected from hunting

and their habitats were protected from wildfire. For a time

predators were controlled to protect the "good" animals from
the "bad" ones, but this endeavor mercifully ceased in the

1930's. On the whole, there was little major change in the

Park Service practice of wildlife management during the

first 40 years of its existence.

During the same era, the concept of wildlife management
evolved rapidly among other agencies and groups concerned

with the production of wildlife for recreational hunting. It

is now an accepted truism that maintenance of suitable

habitat is the key to sustaining animal populations, and that

protection, though it is important, is not of itself a substitute

for habitat. Moreover, habitat is not a fixed or stable entity

that can be set aside and preserved behind a fence, like a cliff

dwelling or a petrified tree. Biotic communities change

through natural stages of succession. They can be changed

deliberately through manipulation of plant and animal popu-

lations. In recent years the National Park Service has broad-

ened its concept of wildlife conservation to provide for pur-

poseful management of plant and animal communities as an

essential step in preserving wildlife resources. The question

already has been posed—How far should the National Park

Service go in utilizing the tools of management to mainlain

wildlife populations?

The Concept of Park Management

The present report j)roposes to discuss wildlife manage-
ment in the national parks in terms of three questions which
shift emphasis progressively from the general to the specific:

What should be the goals of wildlife management in the

national narks?

What general policies of management arc best adapted to

achieve the predetermined goals?

What are some of the methods suilahlc for on-the-ground

implementation of ])olicies?

•Board members: A. S. Leopold (Chairmuii), S. A. Cain, C. M. Cottam
I. N. Gabrielson, and T. L. Kimball.

As a primary goal, we would recommend that the biotic

associations within each park be maintained, or where neces-

sary recreated, as nearly as possible in the condition that pre-

vailed when the area was first visited by the white man. A
national park should represent a vignette of primitive

America.

The implications of this seemingly simple aspiration are

stupendous. Many of our national parks—in fact most of

them—went through periods of indiscriminate logging, burn-

ing, livestock grazing, hunting and predator control. Then
they entered the park system and shifted abruptly to a regime

of equally unnatural protection from lightning fires, from

insect outbreaks, absence of natural controls of ungulates,

and in some areas elimination of normal fluctuations in water

levels. Exotic vertebrates, insects, plants, and plant diseases

have inadvertently been introduced. And. of course, lastly

there is the factor of human use—of roads and trampling

and camp grounds and pack stock. The resultant biotic as-

sociations in many of our parks are artifacts, pure and simple.

They represent a complex ecologic history, but they do not

necessarily represent primitive America.

Restoring the primitive scene is not done easily nor can

it be done completely. Some species are extinct. Given time,

an eastern hardwood forest can be regrown to maturity but

the chestnut will be missing and so will the roar of pigeon

wings. The wolf and grizzly bear cannot readily be rein-

troduced into ranching communities, and the factor of human
use of the parks is subject only to regulation, not elimination.

Exotic plants, animals, and diseases are here to stay. All these

limitations we fully realize. Yet, if the goal cannot be fully

achieved it can be approached. A reasonable illusion of primi-

tive America could be recreated, using the utmost in skill,

judgment, and ecologic sensitivity. This in our opinion should

l)e the objective of every national park and monument.

The major policy change which we would recommend to

the National Park Service is that it recognize the enormous

complexity of ecologic communities and the diversity of

management procedures required to preserve them. The
traditional, simple formula of protection may be exactly

what is needed to maintain such climax associations as arctic-

alpine heath, the rain forests of Olympic peninsula, or the

Joshua trees and saguaros of southwestern deserts. On the

other hand, grasslands, savannas, aspen, and other succes-

sional shrub and tree association may call for very different

treatment. Reluctance to undertake biotic management can

never lead to a realistic presentation of primitive America,

much of which supported successional communities that were

maintained by fires, floods, hurricanes, and other natural

forces.

A second statement of policy that we would reiterate—and

this one conforms with present Park Service standards—is

that management be limited to native plants and animals.

Exotics have intruded into nearly all of the parks but they

need not be encouraged, even those that have interest or

ecologic values of their own.

Carrying this point further, observable artificiality in any

form must be minimized and obscured in every possible way.

Wildlife should not be displayed in fenced enclosures; this is

the function of a zoo, not a national park. In the same cate-

gory is artificial feeding of wildlife. Fed bears become bums,

and dangerous. Fed elk deplete natural ranges. Forage rela-

tionships in wild animals should be natural. Management may
at limes call for the use of the tractor, chain-saw, rifle, or

flame-lhrow<'r but the signs and sounds of such activity should

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



lie hidden from visitors insofar as possible. In this regard,

perhaps the most dangerous tool of all is the roadgrader.

Although the Ameriean public demands automotive access

to the parks, road systems must be rigidly prescribed as to

extent and design. Roadless wilderness areas should be per-

manently zoned. The goal, we repeat, is to maintain or create

the mood of wild America. We are speaking here of restor-

ing wildlife to enhance this mood, but the whole effect can be

lost if the parks are overdeveloped for motorized travel.

Additionally in this connection, it seems incongruous that

there should exist in the national parks mass recreation

facilities such as golf courses, ski lifts, motorboat marinas,

and other extraneous developments which completely con-

tradict the management goal.

In consonance with the above policy statements, it follows

logically that every phase of management itself be under the

full jurisdiction of biologically trained personnel of the Park

Service. This applies not only to habitat manipulation but

to all facets of regulating animal populations. Reducing the

numbers of elk in Yellowstone or of goats on Haleakala Cra-

ter is part of an overall scheme to preserve or restore a na-

tural biotic scene. The purpose is single-minded. We cannot

endorse the view that responsibility for removing excess game

animals be shared with state fish and game departments

whose primary interest would be to capitalize on the recrea-

tional value of the public hunting that could thus be supplied.

Such a proposal imputes a midtiple use concept of park

management which was never intended, which is not legally

permitted, nor for which can we find any impelling justifica-

tion today.

Purely from the standpoint of how best to achieve the goal

of park management, as here defined, unilateral administra-

tion directed to a single objective is obviously superior to

divided responsibility in which secondary goals, such as

recreational hunting, are introduced. Additionally, uncon-

trolled public hunting might well operate in opposition to

the goal, by removing roadside animals and frightening the

survivors, to the end that public viewing of wildlife would be

materially impaired.

It is obviously impossible to mention in this brief report

all the possible techniques that might be used by the Na-

tional Park Service in manipulating plant and animal popula-

tions. We can. however, single out a few examples. In so

doing, it should be kept in mind that the total area of any

one park, or of the parks collectively, that may be managed
intensively is a very modest part indeed. This is so for two

reasons. First, critical areas which may determine animal

abundance are often a small fraction of total range. Roadside

areas that might be managed to display a more varied and

natural flora and fauna can be rather narrow strips. Inten-

sive management, in short, need not be extensive to be

effective. Secondly, manipulation of vegetation is often exor-

bitantly expensive. Especially will this be true when the ob-

jective is to manage "invisibly"—that is, to conceal the

signs of management. Controlled burning is the only method

that may have extensive application.

The first step in park management is historical research,

to ascertain as accurately as possible what plants and animals

and biotic associations existed original'y in each locality.

Much of this has been done already.

A second step should be ecologic research on plant-animal

relationships leading to formulation of a management hypo-

thesis.

Next should come small scale experimentation to test the

hypothesis in practice. Experimental plots can be situated out

of sight of roads and visitor centers.

Lastly, application of tested management methods can be

undertaken on critical areas.

By this process of study and pre-testing, mistakes can be

minimized. Likewise, public groups vitally interested in park

management can be shown the results of research and testing

before general application, thereby eliminating possible mis-

understanding and friction.

Some management methods now in use by the National

Park Service seem to us potentially dangerous. For example,

we wish to raise a serious question about the mass applica-

tion of insecticides in the control of forest insects. Such ap-

plication may (or may not) be justified in commercial tim-

ber stands, but in a national park the ecologic impact can

have unanticipated effects on the biotic community that

might defeat the overall management objective. It would

seem wise to curtail this activity, at least until research and
small scale testing have been conducted.

Artificial reintroduction of rare native plants is often fea-

sible. Overgrazing in years past led to local extermination of

many delicate perennials such as some of the orchids. Where
these are not reappearing naturally they can be transplanted

or cultured in a nursery. A native plant, however small and
inconspicuous, is as much a part of the biota as a redwood
tree or a forage species for elk.

In essence, we are calling for a set of ecologic skills un-

known in this country today. Americans have shown a great

capacity for degrading and fragmenting native biotas. So

far we have not exercised much imagination or ingenuity in

rebuilding damaged biotas. It will not be done by passive

protection alone.

Control of Animal Populations

Good park management requires that ungulate populations

be reduced to the level that the range will carry in good

health and without impairment to the soil, the vegetation,

or to habitats of other animals. This problem is world-wide

in scope, and includes non-park as well as park lands. Bal-

ance may be achieved in several ways.

(a) Natural predation.—Insofar as possible, control

through natural predation should be encouraged. Predators

are now protected in the parks of the United States, al-

though unfortunately they were not in the early years and

the wolf, grizzly bear, and mountain lion became extinct

in many of the national parks.

(b) Trapping and transplanting.—Traditionally in the

past the National Park Service has attempted to dispose of

excess ungulates by trapping and transplanting. However,

most big game ranges in the United States are essentially

filled to carrying capacity, and the cost of a continuing pro-

gram of trapping and transplanting cannot be sustained solely

on the basis of controlling populations within the parks. Trap-

ping and handling of a big game animal usually cost from

$50 to $150 and in some situations much more. Since annual

surpluses will be produced indefinitely into the future, it is

patently impossible to look upon trapping as a practical plan

of disposal.

(c) Shooting excess animals that migrate outside the

parks.—Many park herds are migratory and can be con-

trolled by public hunting outside the park boundaries. Effec-

tive application of this form of control frequently calls for

special regulations, since migration usually occurs after

(Continued on page 22)
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The second in a series of articles on some of the

favorite angling hot spots in Virginia.

PURISTS' PARADISE m
THE RAPIDAN

By JOHN R. SHERIDAN
Fish Research Biologist, Culpeper

THE fish-for-fun area on the headwaters of the Rapidan

River, where fishermen use onlv artificial hires with a

single barbless hook and return all hooked fish to the

water immediately, opened the curtain April 6, 1963, on its

third season to an audience of appreciative and enthusiastic

trout fishermen. This area, the only one of its kind in Vir-

ginia, has been operated by the Commission of Game and

Inland Fisheries in cooperation with the Shenandoah Na-

tional Park since April 1, 1961, to provide higher quality

sport at a lower cost in fish killed than is possible on put-

and-take trout streams elsewhere in the state.

The Rapidan River fork, which begins near Camp Hoover,

is accessible by car for its entire length from either Criglers-

ville (Route 231) or Wolftown (Route 230). There is over

five miles of scenic trout water on this branch with nearly

three miles in the Ward-Rue Management Area and the

remaining two miles, above and below this area, in the

Shenandoah National Park. The other fork of the stream,

called the Staunton River, provides another one and one-half

miles of fishing water, all in the Park, and accessible only by

foot trails.

This fish-for-fun area was enjoyed by 31 fishermen who
caught 116 trout on opening day in 1962, as compared with

13 fishermen and 56 fish on opening day in 1961—an in-

crease of about 238 per cent in utilization. (The figures for

1963 are not available at the time of this writing.)

By comparison, while this was going on on the Rapidan

on opening day of 1962, 107 put-and-take fishermen on

Garth Run, Madison County, caught 165 trout and 440

anglers took 513 trout on Moormans River in Albemarle

County. Fishing was much better on the Rapidan even on

opening day, and all the fish taken would live to rise and

strike again. Garth Run fishermen averaged 1.5 trout each,

and Moormans River produced only 1.2 fish per creel, while

the fish-for-fun area boasted a success ratio of 3.7 catches per

fisherman on opening day.

A record was kept in 1961 and again in 1962 to determine

the total number of fishing trips to the area, the catch of

stocked fish and of natives, and mortality resulting from the

hooking and releasing of trout. In addition to the complete

census taken on week ends, fishermen voluntarily complete

census cards and game wardens count parked cars as they

patrol the area. The information thus gathered indicates that

fisherman trips increased 35 per cent, from 557 in 1961 to

752 in 1962. The 3,055 trout caught in 1962 was 61 per

cent greater than the catch reported in 1961.

Native trout made up a greater portion (56%) of the total

catch last year than did the rainbows which were stocked at

the rate of about 300 per year in both 1961 and 1962. Never-

theless, the stocked rainbows provided a great deal more
fishing than they would have, had they been released else-

where. With a possible maximum of some 619 rainbow trout

in the stream as the result of two years' stocking, plus per-

haps a very slight additional increment from reproduction,

1,356 of these fish were reported caught. It is obvious that

at least some of these fish had survived to be caught more
than twice. As for the native brook trout population, it too

provides more and better quality sport under fish-for-fun

conditions. The number of brook trout seven inches or

longer caught in 1962 was 72 per cent higher than in 1961.

While the area was fished harder last year, on the average,

one trout was landed every 67 minutes of fishing time, just

as in 1961. Fishermen reported about half of their catch

as coming from the Park section.

A comparison of the number of trout of different lengths

reported by the anglers indicates that rainbow trout 14 to

16 inches in length made up 54 per cent of the total rain-

bows, while 8 inch brook comprised 24 per cent of the native

trout hooked. Trout as small as 3 inches were reported, which

restores one's faith in the veracity of the fisherman, when he

is not describing the big one that got away.

Where do these fishermen come from, who frequent the

fish-for-fun area? At least 31 counties and cities were repre-

sented with travelers from the District of Columbia, Mary-

land, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Non-residents ac-

counted for 9 per cent of the total trips to the area. Residents

of Arlington led in producing the greatest number of trips

with 179 out of 752, or 24 per cent, of the total.

Anglers living in the suluirban Washington area seem to

feel the urge to fish-for-fun more frequently than do local

fishermen, since 48 per cent of the total trips were made by

these city fellows. Fishermen from Madison and adjoining

counties, including Charlottesville, made only 21 per cent

of the trips.

The empty-creel fishing in the fish-for-fun area evoked

many enthusiastic comments. One dedicated fisherman re-

turned 11 times to enjoy his pastime.

More information on the fish population in the Rapidan

River is gathered through the use of an electric seine, pow-

ered by a 230-volt portable generator, in sampling the stream.

Fish temporarily stunned l>y the electric shock are sorted by

species, measured, counted, weighed and released.

What data does this sampling produce? It gives a yearly

comparison of the relative numbers, size.s and pounds of

fish per acre of stream surface, i.e.. a measurement of stream

productivity.

The total weight of brook trout per acre has ranged from

18.0 pounds to 26.0 pounds according to the sampling data.

We suspect that this is about the total weight of these fish the

stream will carrv. However, the number of brook trout over
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On this stream fishermen use only artificial lures with single, barbless

hooks, and carefully return all hooked fish to the water.

seven inches in length increased significantly in the 1962

samples.

Rainhow trout stocked in 1962 were fin-clipped, while those

released in 1961 were not marked in any way. The fish

stocked in 1961 seemed to he holding their own a year later,

according to information from the electric seine. Actually

the recovery of 1961 trout was greater than recovery of fish

stocked in 1962. This proves conclusively that rainbow trout

are well established in these waters, and suggests that the

original 300 fish released in 1961 may have been nearly

sufficient to establish a population equal to the carrying

capacity of this particular stretch of water for rainbows.

Rainbow trout reproduction was found for the first time

during sampling operations in September, 1962. The progress

of these young rainbows will be watched with interest, to

observe the rate of growth and any possible effect their pres-

ence may have on the population of native trout and other

species of fishes. Significantly, the presence of rainbow trout

has not resulted so far in any reduction in total weight of

brook trout in the stream.

A record is also kept of the other species of fishes taken

in the sampling. The other species have included several daces

and eels. Smallmouth bass were not taken during sampling

but did appear on creel cards as they are found in the stream

at the lower Park boiuidary.

Mortality due to fishing is always a factor to be reckoned

with. No dead fish were observed, either during sampling or

on frequent checks of the area. Neither were any dead fish

reported during the season by fishermen.

Wherever man visits, he manages to leave some little token

of his presence. So far housekeeping has not been a problem.

The creel clerk has done a fine job disposing of the accumu-

lation of cans and garbage in the several trash barrels located

throughout the area.

Operating costs of this program are relatively low. The
greatest expense is for obtaining the creel information and

the housekeeping. Some of the cost of the housekeeping is

attributable to campers and picnickers who enjoy this rela-

tively unspoiled retreat.

The stocked rainbow trout were breeders that would have

been placed in put-and-take streams for a one-time-only catch.

Thus there is really no additional cost for stocking fish in the

area.

Law enforcement is a very important phase of this fish-

for-fun program. The responsibility for this work is shared

between the Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries and

the Shenandoah National Park.

Game wardens not only patrol the area but also assist with

the sampling and in collecting data. Park rangers patrol the

area during the course of their regular duties providing a

reasonably persistent enforcement routine.

One violator was apprehended by warden R. S. Crigler

the very day 300 rainbow trout were stocked in March, 1962.

Not only had he opened the season early, but he had several

brook and rairdxjw trout in his possession as well.

A comparison of the creel data and the electric seine

sampling data furnishes us some interesting tidbits.

The greatest percentage of brook trout reported on the

creel cards were eight inches in length while the average for

sampling was 4.2 inches—a difference of 3.8 inches.

A similar comparison of rainbow trout shows an average

length by creel of 14.7 inches while the average for sampling

was 10.8 inches—a difference of 3.9 inches.

Apparently fishermen and biologists use different scales

of measurement. The creel data show brook trout u]) to 15

inches and rainbows to 22 inches in length, while sampling

with the electric seine has produced brooks only to 10 inches

and rainbows only to 17 inches. In all fairness to fishermen,

we do know that some rainbow trout up to 20 inches in

length were stocked early in 1962.

Important information is taken from creel cards filled out by anglers.

Based on the data obtained with the electric seine, fisher-

men had a chance to catch one desirable brook trout (seven

inches or longer) in each 25 foot stretch of stream. This is

considering our samples as being true to the actual condi-

tions in the remainder of the stream not sampled.

Fishermen who take advantage of the fish-for-fun area this

year can help the census along by properly completing a

creel card on each trip and giving it to the clerk or putting

it into one of the boxes located throughout the area.

The fish-for-fun area is a truly appealing haunt, with all

the ingredients properly blended for a satisfying rendezvous

with wily trout and mother nature. Several put-and-take trout

streams are within a few minutes' drive of this area, in the

event anyone would like to try his luck there also. Any fish

caught on one of these streams could not be brought to the

fish-for-fun area, however, where mere possession of fish is

prohibited.
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SHOOT

By JIM McINTEER
Chief, Education Division

FOR a great many years, prior to 1961. all game in Vir

ginia was protected from the end of the regular hunt-

ing season, sometime in mid-winter, until the following

fall. "Spring shooting" was condemned as an evil practice

along with market hunting, baiting, netting and other forms

of unsportsmanlike slaughter. It was a radical change, in-

deed, when the Game Commission began experimenting

with spring gobbler shooting two years ago.

What brought this about?

Knowledge, Experience, and a Changed Philosophy

First of all, Virginia's game biologists have learned a great

deal more about the wild turkey, its habits, its requirements,

and its annual productive capabilities than was known when
intensive scientific research on this species was undertaken

some 25 years ago as one of the first major projects sponsored

by the Game Commission through the Virginia Cooperative

Wildlife Research Unit.

Secondly, other states such as Alabama and Mississippi

have shot excess gobblers in the spring for many years

without apparent damage to their turkey populations in

spite of growing hunting pressure. Thus, actual experience

elsewhere provided pragmatic evidence supporting the biolo-

gists' conclusions that, h(>cause of inherent characteristics

of the species, the hunting of males only in the spring will not

be detrimental to the wild turkey population in Virginia.

And thirdly, there has been a gradual change in game
management philosophy over the years. Scientific game man-

agement grew out of early attempts to preserve wildlife from

extinction merely by establishing restrictive legislation which

would protect it from overshooting. The ol)jective of the game

biologist of today is to provide the greatest possible high

quality recreational value from the annual harvestable wild-

life surplus. Under this more positive philosophy, any surplus

that might be harvested without detriment to the species,

but which is not utilized by man. is .seen as unnecessary

waste. With a growing human population, and an even faster

growing demand for outdoor recreation, such waste of a

valuable resource is not in the public interest.

The wild turkey gobbler in spring is a magnificent bird, but biologists

know that there is a surplus ot these toms which can be removed with-

out adverse effect on annual reproduction.

The Biological Facts

Wild turkeys are highly polygamous. One gobbler mates

with many hens each spring. The normal sex ratio of the

species, however, is one male to one female. Thus even in a

natural turkey population there is a biological (though not

numerical) excess in the ratio of males to females.

Gobblers compete among themselves in springtime to gain

control of a choice breeding area, and to establish unchal-

lenged domination over a harem of hens. A few dominant

gobblers become the breeders. A majority of the toms physi-

cally capable of mating are not permitted to participate in

the activities at all. The spring gobbler population could be

reduced by fifty per cent or more, in most areas, without the

slightest effect on atniual reproduction.

A single mating usually is sulTicient to fertilize an entire

clutch of eggs. The gobbling activity of the males continues,

however, after purely biological requirements have been ful-

filled. Thus, there is a period of time, after the "gobbling"

season is well along, when the disturbing efTects of hunting

in the vicinity of gobbling areas produces little cfTfvt on the

\('ar"s nesting success.

Experience

(iohblcrs have been hunted in the spring in other states

for a long time, and turkey populations have continued to

tini\('. In some places hens are protected all year, and gob-

blers only are legal game both in the fall and spring. The

theory is similar to that behind the well-known "buck law"

on deer, under which deer herds in suitable habitat not only

have thrived, but have become so numerous in places that an
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"either sex" season has become mandatory to keep an ex-

panding population in balance with the carrying capacity

of the range.

Fall is the traditional hunting season, hut no biologist

would claim that it would have made any difference in the

build-up of our deer herds if bucks had been removed at a

different season. It happens that the traditional deer hunting

season has coincided with the deer mating season, the time

when bucks are easiest to identify, and exactly the same

IN SPRING?
coincidence of events takes place when turkey gobblers are

hunted in the spring. Virtually all experience shows that

there is nothing biologically unsound about removing excess

males of any polygamous species, regardless of season. The
process is analogous to the action of a poultryman who, in

building up his flock, continues to sell off all but a few males

while retaining most of his hens. Since there is a time lag

between completion of essential breeding activity and termi-

nation of the gobbling season, a biologically "safe" period for

gobbler hunting does exist in the spring. This period, con-

servatively calculated, includes the last week in April and

the first week in May.

For two years Virginia has experimented with spring

gobbler hunting, first in selected management areas, and then

in four entire counties. Careful checks each year have shown

that nesting success has been at least as good in these ex-

perimental areas as in adjoining territory where no spring

hunting was allowed. Where spring gobbler hunting has

occurred, hunter success the following fall has not suffered,

compared to that in adjacent areas where spring hunting

was not allowed.

More High Quality Sport Per Bird

Spring gobbler hunting is a highly specialized sport, re-

quiring great skiO in the techniques that appeal most to the

true turkey hunter.

An analysis of a sample of recorded fall turkey kills has

confirmed what many hunters already suspected: namely,

that a great majority of turkeys killed during the regular

hunting season are killed entirely by accident rather than

as a result of any particular skill in the art of turkey hunting

and calling. The birds killed are frequently flushed by dogs or

other hunters. Purely by chance, they run or fly past the

lucky gunner, who usually is hunting deer, squirrels or

other game at the moment. There is the sudden thrill of see-

ing a wild turkey, a quick shot, and a dead bird. But the

esthetic values and the satisfaction which derive from pur-

posefully and successfully employing developed hunting skill

and technique to take an alert and wary quarry are lacking.

In spring gobbler shooting the situation is quite different.

The hunter must first locate one particular male turkey, usu-

ally by hearing him call, or "gobble," when he is ready

to leave his roost at dawn. When the old tom flies down, the

hunter must approach to within a hundred yards of the

turkey's gobbling ground, without being detected. Then he

must demonstrate his skill at imitating the "hen call." to

entice the gobbler to come to him. since it is virtually im-

possible to stalk within gun range of the wily old tom.

Because hens usually go to the gobblers, seldom vice versa,

the hunter cannot expect his bird always to come imme-

diately to his call. But if he is skillful enough with his call

to arouse the gobbler's curiosity, if he is patient enough, and

if he can remain absolutely motionless until the old bird

comes to investigate this strange and reluctant "hen" he

thinks he has heard, the hunter may get a shot.

A bird thus taken furnishes the maximum in high quality

outdoor recreation. Woodsmanship, skill, patience and knowl-

edge of the terrain and the game are required. Clearly, this

kind of hunting epitomizes the highly developed code of

hunting ethics which separates quality sport from mere meat

hunting.

Other Considerations

With respect to wild turkey populations in Virginia,

present conditions vary widely between the several sections

of the state. In the northern part of western Virginia turkeys

have been doing quite well in recent years. In parts of south-

west Virginia, where there were virtually no turkeys a few

years ago, live-trapped wild birds have been released in

suitable areas and populations have built up in some counties

to the point were limited hunting is justified.

In the eastern and central Virginia turkey ranges, two

successive poor nesting seasons have reduced the number of

turkeys considerably. The absence of young birds has been

reflected in the recorded kill. In many areas hunters for two

years have been taking almost as many old hens as young

birds. Normally, in the fall following a good nesting season,

hunters should kill only about one old hen to each three or

four young birds.

The downward trend in the turkey populations in these

areas could be reversed by one or two good nesting seasons,

Init until this occurs it is probable that restrictions on fall

turkey hunting may have to be tightened, to conserve breed-

ing hens. Increasing the harvest of excess males is one way
in which the total turkey population can be given greater

j)rotection witliout a commensurate reduction in the recrea-

tional value derived from the species. With the possibility

of less opportunity for successful turkey hunting in the fall,

it is all the more important that the resource which exists in

the form of excess numbers of spring gobblers not be wasted.

Safeguards
Wild turkey gobblers are easy to identify in the spring.

They have beards which are readily seen when the birds

are within range of the gun, and only bearded birds may be

legally taken. In addition they appear nnich larger at this

time of year than most hens. They strut, and gobble, while

hens do not. Their heads are more bald than those of hens,

and are more colorful, ranging from red to bluish white.

Spring gobbler hunting is permitted by calling only. Hen
turkeys in the spring normally do not respond to the "hen

call." The use of dogs, or organized drives, is not permitted

in the spring, as these methods might result in the flushing

and illegal killing of hens.

Gobbling activity dominates the wild turkey's daily habits

in springtime from innnediately after dawn until mid morn-

ing, after which they virtually cease. Since hunting in the

spring is permitted only from half an hour before sunrise

until 10:00 a.m., hunters are not likely to disturb by acci-

dent a hen in the vicinity of her nest.

Summary
Judiciously regulated spring gobbler hunting is a means of

getting a high value return from a true annual surplus of an

important wildlife resource which otherwise would be wasted

—and of doing so without detriment to the productivity of

the species. This is the very essence of good conservation and

sound wildlife management.
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The essentials for bird watching at home are a feeding tray and some

bird food.
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AT HOME
By ARTHUR BEVAN
Churchville, Virginia

A bird bath nearby is a sign of wel

come to passing birds.

Photo Leonard Lee Rue III

The half-taming of titmice, chickadees and

nuthatches rewards the patient bird watcher.

A few nesting boxes are inducements to resident birds to spend the

summer within our range of observation.
Commission photo by Kesteloo

BIRD watching at home may he very rewarding, yet it

it is the simplest of inexpensive hobbies. Pleasurable

and recreative for novice and seasoned amateur alike,

this form of nature entertainment leads to nature education

and an intimate awareness of nature's bounteous and lovely

gifts. Bird watching may make a naturalist of some ob-

serving boy or girl. At the very least, it will serve in later

life as a source of relief from the pressures of modern

"nature-less" urban living.

The es.sentials for bird watching at liome are simply a

feeding tray and some bird food. Even the tray is unneces-

sary if a clear spot of ground is available and predators

are absent. A tree to shade the feeding spot and to make
birds less shy is useful as is a bird bath nearby, a sign of

welcome to passing birds.

Opera glasses or inexpensive binoculars aid in identifica-

tion and study, but neither is really necessary for ordinary

observation after birds have become less wild and feel at

home at the feeding station. A fine observation post is a

car parked near the feeder or ground area so that the feed-

ing l)irds can be seen through the windshield easily.

One who is beginning to watch birds needs a guidebook

such as the Game Commission's Birdlife of Virginia or the

Bible of bird students. Peterson's A Field Guide to the Birds.

Birds may l)e watched with much interest even though one

does not know all their names, but as in a ball game, more

pleasure results from knowing the names of the play-

ers and their individual characteristics and habits.

Patience and the ability to sit and move about quietly are

important assets of the bird watcher. An enthusiastic bird

watcher can learn much about our native birds by simply

sitting still and observing them in action. The waves of

colorful spring migrants are, as a rule, too active to display

all their charms to the sitting bird watcher, however. Once

one sees some of the lovely, vibrant wood warblers en route

to northern nesting sites, he will readily forego his place of

ease and move about quietly and cautiously with the birds.

Drab clothing is always desirable, of course, while stalking

these transients.

Around the home, a few nesting boxes are inducements

to our resident birds to spend the summer within our range

of observation. Among those species readily attracted by

"bird houses" are bluebirds, chickadees, flickers, robins,

and wrens. A large wild climbing rose, or even a cultivated

variety, is t)ften used as a nesting site by cardinals and other

birds.

E\en though they may not be seen until the leaves have

fallen, nests not far away are indicated by regular visits

to the feeding tray by the parents and later by some of the

youngsters. Nesting place.s, feeding area, a bird bath and

a "wild corner" with berry-producing shrubs are most use-

ful in attracting birds within the oliservalion of the home

bird watcher.

During (he sunirncr. the author often sits under a large

persimmon tree in his yard about 20 feet from windows used

for v\int('r bird watching. The feeding tray is under a large

[)ranch. about 10 feet from the observex^-lawiv-chair. A
white-breasted iiuthalch is often seen carrying broken pea-

tuits and sunflower seeds to young in a wild cherry tree

at the edge of the lawn. (;hi|)|)ing sparrows glean cracked

grain from short grass a few feet from the chair. Tufted

titmice, old and young. ])lay around the tray and tree

like frisky kittens, sometimes almost at the author's feet.

K\en a bright male cardinal, usually rather timid, often eats
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at relative ease within 10 feet, aiul crested flycatchers oc-

casionally are seen darting in and out of trees not far away.

A belted kingfisher flying noisily up the creek along the

edge of the lawn is a regular sight, as are flickers hammering

in the dead top of a lawn sycamore or carrying food to

young in a nest-hole in the dead top of a lawn locust tree.

Mockingliirds scold, bold but fearing to venture to the feed-

ing tray while the bird watcher sits so close to it.

Not all homes arc surrounded with the ideal environment

for the most fascinating bird watching. l)ut no place will

lack some interesting birds if a few pains are taken to at-

tract them. Once a bird has been a happy visitor, its return

seems to become a habit. Permanent residents soon make the

place their rendezvous.

The "stage setting"' at the author's obser\ation post is

almost ideal. It is a few acres of abandoned farm land at the

east foot of the Alleghany Mountains along the west side

of Shenandoah Valley. It has many trees, shrubs and vines

with leaf and flower buds, fruits and harbored insects which

are effective food lures. A creek beside the lawn is bordered

with a growth of fruiting grasses, herbs, trees, shrubs and

vines. Wild cherries, wild grapes and berries are plentiful.

An orchard is an additional bird attraction. Meadows and

pastures enclose the wooded tract, where bobwhites and

meadowlarks give daily summer concerts in the fields.

An important environmental factor is the absence of dogs

and cats. Birds will not congregate if predatory animals are

prowling the premises.

Although this area is fine for observing resident nesting

birds, it is far from major flyways, where bird students go

to observe concentrations of spring and fall migrants, in-

cluding the aquatic birds.

Now a word about the "tools" of bird watching at home.

The feeding tray should be simple and look natural. A
convenient size is 12 inches long and 10 inches wide. Strips

of one-by-two-inch liiml)er should be nailed to both sides and

one end. One end shoidd be left open for drainage and for

sweeping off the tray bottom.

A simple way to mount a feeder away from a building

is to screw a threaded pipe flange to the underside of the

tray. Into it screw a half-inch galvanized pipe about six feet

long. Set the other end a foot or so in the ground, near a

tree or window. A tree or shrub nearlty is an inducement

and refuge for shy birds. The smooth j)ipe afTords no foot-

hold for squirrels or cats.

Place grain and nuts on the tray and watch for birds. If

they are hunting on the ground nearby, grain scattered

away from the tray may guide cardinals and others to it.

Once the tray and food are found, the show begins. Some-

how free food soon gets widely known.

Almost any food is relished, especially during the winter

season of relative scarcity and snow cover. Birds have their

likes and dislikes, or perhaps inherited tastes, but when
really hungry they will spurn few handouts. Favorite foods

of many winter residents are sunflower seed, mixed medium-
fine cracked grain minus oats (chick feed or a prepared

bird mixture), unsalted cut up peanuts, raisins and bread

crumbs. Keep the food fresh and the tray clean. Keep fresh

water in a clean bird bath; empty it in freezing weather.

Berried trees, vines, and shrubs such as dogwood, wild

cherry, wild grape, Virginia creeper and numerous culti-

vated plants afford an attractive natural food supply.

Add a suet holder in early fall for regular visits of downy
and hairy woodpeckers, occasional calls by red-bellied wood-
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peckers and sap-suckers, and quick forays by titmice, chicka-

dees, and nuthatches. Now and then a cardinal or a (Caro-

lina wren will peck at the suet.

Low-power ('^Xl opera glasses with a large li 'Id of \ i;'v\

are ideal foi IiIkI watching at home, while binoculars are

Ijetter for field ol)servation.

A two-day bird census matie hite in iVla\ on an acre

or so of the author's phice turned up over 10 species, many
of which were still tiiere in mid-summer. Over 70 species

are seen there during the year including the yellow-breasted

chat, yellow-billed cuckoo, golden-crowiud kinglet, fox

sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, scarlet tanagcr, winter

wren, Carolina chickadee, indigo bunting and whip-poor-

will.

Bird watching at home will |»ro\ idc man) memorable

highlights. The weaving flight and noisy call of a pileated

woodpecker as he wings his way across the field to visit the

suet can provide comedy as he pecks as daintily as a calorie-

restricted dieter. Carolina wrens have unabashed curiosity

as they try to build a nest on the porch or in a ball of string

in the garage. The cardinal tenant exhibits grace and

agility as, like a red arrow, he chases away an intruder.

Chickadees put on a circus act as they .search along twigs.

The half-taming of chickadees, titmice, and nuthatches

rewards the patient bird watcher. These birds learn to take

seed from the tray while observers stand motionless l)eside

it. The precipitous flight of birds toward the tray when the

observer adds food and calls "chick-a-dee-dee" is almost un-

canny. The petulance of the nuthatch with spread wings as

he finds the tray pre-empted by a cardinal is worth watch-

ing. Not the least intriguing is the perpetual motion of the

hummingbird as he balances above flowers.

The pleasures and rewards of bird watching are as limit-

less as the interests of the bird watcher. Food, water and

nesting sites at home will enable birds to multiply and help

destroy insect pests and weed seeds as well as provide en-

tertainment and beauty.

Flickers are among the many birds attracted to the right kind of

"bird house."
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Shad and herring are not easy fo land.

They have "soft" mouths.

Commission photo by Shomon

Part of the attraction stems from the fact that there

is no shortage of fish to catch.

KISSIN' COUSINS

OF THE TARPON
By DON CARPENTER

Outdoor Editor. Washington Daily News

< f iiiniission photo by Keateloo

As more fishermen have learned about
the sport, these "cousins" of the tarpon

have taken some of the early spring

pressure from mountain trout streams.

THE world famous tarpon or "Silver King" is pure

dynamite to catch on light tackle. The state of Vir-

ginia has lots of white and hickory shad, and also

herring, running each spring in Old Dominion tidal rivers

and streams. These real game fish are all related to the

tarpon, and can outfight a trout or bass of similar size.

To be technical, Henry Guy Carleton once wrote, "The

herring is related to the tarpon, but this is a lie because

no one ever saw a tarpon as small as a herring—or a

herring as large as a tarpon." However, my textbooks say

it is so; and my experience in taking shad or herring with

light tackle and artificial lures makes it a fact.

I hold no corner on the sport of casting for shad and

herring. More and more fishermen each year are learning

about the spmt that awaits during the months of April-May-

June. In fact, shad and herring casting has taken some of

the fishing pressure from our mountain trout streams. Shad

casting grows in popularity as each year passes.

Part of the attraction of shad and herring fishing stems

from these facts: there is no shortage of fish to catch, no

bag or size limits at present, and no guarantee that you will

land every fish you hook ... in fact a 50 percent balling

average is better than average for most anglers.

First of these gamy fish to arrive in Virginia tidal waters

is the hickory shad. It usually appears in quantity around

the first week in April, but is .sometimes taken as early as

mid-March, depending on the weather and water tempera-

ture. The average weight of a hickory shad is between one

and two pounds. The roe is very good to eat.

A Baltimore sportsman, Tom Eoving, was the first area

angler to design and use a si reamer lly for catching hickory

and white shad. About 20 years ago other pioneer fishermen

made and used lures to take shad in the (^oiuiecticut River,

the Hudson and several other New England rivers.

Over 15 years ago, Arlington, Virginia, tackle maker

R. E. Nungesser designed, tested and successfully made ihc

first shad spoons and darl hires. His Shad-Rig combination

of small spoon and dart htit' has been a standard lure for

local shad for some years.

The two most popular shad and herring casting streams

in Virginia so far are the Rappahannock at the fall line

and the James River near Richmond. The Potomac River

at Washington, D. C, which can be fished without a fresh-

water fishing license, attracts shad and herring anglers from

all nearby states.

Hickory shad, the early bird of the shad family to arrive

here each spring, will hit small or medium-size dart lures

or 00- and 000-size gold or silver spoons in the edge of the

river current. Shad-Rigs also work fine.

Shad buffs cast these lures with light spinning tackle using

open or closed-face reels, and rods five to eight feet long, with

extra-large line guides for distance. They usually attach a

buck-shot or a pinch-on sinker to their three foot leader where

it is fastened to the line, so the lure or lures move just above

the bottom in the strong current. Most of this fishing is done

from river banks that are high and require a long-handled

landing net. The lures are reeled slowly after casting, and

wise shad fans add plenty of rod tip action.

When a hickory or white shad jumps for fresh air, which

they do frequently, be sure not to allow any slack in your

lin(> or the fish will throw the hook exactly like its cousin

the mighty tarpon. It is important not to set the line drag on

your reel too heavy, because excess rod and line pressure will

cause the hook to break through the fish's soft mouth.

The white shad is most j)lenliful during the months of

May and June. White shad favor very slow-moving lures,

about half-way between the surface of the water and the bot-

tom. They are excellent to eat, and their roe, sattteed in but-

ter, camiot be beat. White shad usually weigh from two to

four ])ounds, but some six to .seven pounders have been taken

from our waters. Due to their weight, white shad are not

eas\ to land. They know how to use a river current to best

advantage, and when they jump, look out!

(Continuod on paqe 21)
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FIRST KALIJ PHEASANTS RELEASED. Last month the first release of the Kalij pheasant in the

United States was made in Southwestern Virginia. The initial stocking included
120 of the native Indian birds, hatched and reared at the Gams Commission's
Cumberland Game Farm, Subsequent releases will be made as the birds are produced.

The Kalij pheasant is a native of India, where it lives in mountainous country similar to

that found in southwestern Virginia. It is a dark-colored bird, slightly smaller
than the ringneck, with a long crest and a wide arched tail.

The original shipment of 15 pairs was received at the Cumberland Game Farm in 1961 as part of

the Federal coordinated foreign game bird introduction program. Although some
production difficulties were encountered at first, these have been ironed out and
the production of 600 per year for experimental introduction is contemplated.
Introductions will be limited to the mountainous sections of the state where
conditions are suitable.

EXOTIC PHEASANTS MADE AVAILABLE TO GAME BREEDERS. A limited quantity of male Iranian
black-necked pheasants will be made available by the Virginia Game Commission
breeders in eastern Virginia this spring, according to H. J. Tuttle, biologist in

charge of the Commission's foreign game bird program. These birds, when mated with
ringneck hens, produce the blackneck-ringneck cross, which has been successfully
established in some parts of eastern Virginia. If these hybrid characteristics
are incorporated in birds released on shooting preserves, escapees may survive
and breed in the wild.

Since the Iranian pheasant's native habitat is similar to that of eastern Virginia, the

sale of breeding birds to Game Farm operators is being limited to the area east

,i,

of the Blue Ridge.

15,000 IN PRIZES AWARDED IN WILDLIFE ESSAY CONTEST. Prizes totalling $3,000 were awarded
to winners of the 16th Annual Wildlife Essay Contest in Richmond April 26. The top
prize, an $800 scholarship was awarded to Benjamin B. Brown, a Bedford High School
senior who submitted the best essay on this year's subject, "The Importance of

Conservation Education in the School Curriculum." Prizes of $50, $25, $15, $10
and $5 were awarded to 220 other students whose essays were judged outstanding
among the 13,694 submitted in the statewide contest.

The top winners who received $50 awards in each of the eight eligible grades were: 12th
Grade— Sara Ann Gillespie of Roanoke Catholic High ; 11th Grade—Linda Robinson
of Spotsylvania High; 10th Grade—Clare E. Duetsch of Roanoke Catholic High;
9th Grade—Mary Louise Webb of Buckingham Central High ; 8th Grade—Thom A.

Kostenbauder of Tuckahoe Junior High; 7th Grade—Betty Gale Lewis of Botetourt
Elementary; 6th Grade—Peggy Jo Sampson of Wicomico Elementary (Northumberland
County) ; 5th Grade—Lillian Clemen of the Brentsville District High, Prince
William County.

Schools recognized for 100% participation were: Appomattox Elementary, Pamplin Elementary,
Greenville Elementary, Central High, Sylvatus Jr. High, Ettrick, Boyce Elementary,
Moody Elementary, Ridgeway Elementary, Marriott High, Wicomico Elementary, Grymes
Memorial, Givens Elementary and Brumley Gap Elementary. Four of the fourteen
100% schools were also cited for 100% participation last year.

The scholarship winner and $50 grand prize winners were taken on a sightseeing tour of

Richmond, and following presentation ceremonies, were treated to an outdoor
luncheon at the Richmond Izaak Walton League park near Midlothian. The Annual
Wildlife Essay Contest is sponsored by the Virginia Commission of Game and Inland
Fisheries and the Virginia Division of the Izaak Walton League of America. It

carries the endorsement of the Virginia Resource-Use Education Council and the
Resource-Use Education Committee of the Virginia Academy of Science and is approved
by the Virginia State Board of Education.
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Text and Photos

TO the dyed-iii-tlie-wool pleasure boater his craft is a

means to an end. rather than an end in itself.

On Claytor Lake, located in Pulaski County between

Radford and Pulaski, the boatmen will find as great a

variety of boating pleasure as can be found on fresh water

anywhere in the country.

The Claytor "boating" season begins in the very early

spring when the fishermen come out of their long winter of

inactivity and take to the lake in search of big walleyes,

catfish and crappie. A little later in the year they will add

smallmouth bass, bluegills and the newly introduced, and

scrappy, white bass to the list of angling possibilities.

Largemouth bass are also present in catchable quantities,

and some anglers, as well as bow-fishermen, lean strongly

toward the plentiful carp to provide their sport with dough-

ball, fly or arrow.

A little later in the spring the water skiers begin to con-

gregate in large numbers. Some ardent fishermen use the

phrase "take over" in referring to the beginning of the

water skiing season but, with over 5,000 acres of water

surface, touching some 125 miles of shoreline, crooked into

innumerable bays and coves, there is plenty of room for

both sports plus just plain boat riding. Besides, the fish

bite best in early spring and later in the fall, when most

skiers find the water temperatures not to their liking.

In summer, water skiing is the major sport on Claytor

and hundreds of skiers find weekend enj()\inciit in tlieir

sport on the big lake.

The Claytor Ski CAuh. a grouj) of lalciitcd ainalcurs. has

skiied Ijefore audiences of 20,000 on Claytor Lake. They

have also produced shows for civic club benefits on Carvins

Cove, near Roanoke. The club is dedicated to I he promo-

tion of safe water skiing and safe boating.

Safe boating is further emphasized b\ the wardens of

By JIM RITHERFOORD
Radford. 1 irginia

Well equipped marinas add io

boating pleasure. This one offers

fuel, nnooring service and food.

Others offer full repair service and

marine sales as v/eli.

the Virginia Game Commission who regularly patrol tlie

lake, not only to seek out violators of the Virginia boating

safety law. but to render assistance and give helpful infor-

mation to boaters whenever possible.

Since boating on Claytor Lake also is under the jurisdic-

tion of the U. S. Coast Guard, a Coast Guard boarding team

has been active on the lake. This team spends some four

to six weeks per season on Claytor inspecting motorboats

for compliance with regulations as to numbering, equip-

ment and operation.

Two years ago, another active group was added to the

safe boating scene—Flotilla 93, LI. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary,

formed in Roanoke with over 90 members. In April of

1962, Flotilla 96 was formed in Radford. This group num-

bers 20 members and is growing each month. Flotilla mem-
bers come from safety-minded boaters in Radford. Pulaski,

Christiansburg. the community of Fairlawn and the town

of Dublin.

The mission of the Auxiliarv is summed uj) in two words:

"SAFE BOATING." Through volunteer courtesy examina-

tions of pleasure craft, the Auxiliarists make sure boats are

in the safest possible condition and that the equipment on

board is sufficient to meet any foreseeal)le emergency.

Equipment requirements are somewhat in excess of state and

Coast Guard requirements and boats passing the courtesy

examination are awarded a decal, or emblem, signifying

that they haxc complied with the Auxiliary requirements.

Boats dis|)laying this decal are not subjected to further in-

spection by either the Coast Guard or persoiiiiei of tlie Game
Commission.

To acquaint the boating public with rules of the' road,

safe boating practices, seamanship, laws and regulations

and ihe other facets of safe, pleasurable boating, the

Auxiliar\ holds classes, during the winter months, for those

(Left) Coast Guard Auxiliary

examining officer John White
discusses boating safety with

Bcttie Rutherfoord on Claytor

Lake.

(Right) Reverend D. Kirk

hHammond, of Roanoke, con-

ducts boat-in church services

from his pier on Claytor Lake.

The non-denominational Sun-

day services have been attend-

ed by more than 200 boaters.



Picnicking Is just one of the many pleasures that

can be more enjoyable when a family owns a boat.

Most Virginia lake shores offer a variety of scenic,

unposted beaches, as well as public picnic areas,

for the hungry boater.

who would like to know more about their hobby. The need

for such volunteer boating safety groups is evidenced by the

fart that regular Coast Guard boarding in 1962 found vio-

lations of boating safety regulations on 54 per cent of the

boats they inspected.

The variety of boating pleasures to be enjoyed on Claytor

does not end with fishing and skiing, and rules and regula-

tions, however. While the average boatman's diet, in the

summer, leans more toward the fried-chicken, potato salad.

and coleslaw menu, the cool afternoons and evenings of late

summer and fall dictate the warmth of a campflre. And

campfires invite cookouts of the steak-and-potatoes variety.

Swimming and skiing become middle-of-the-day pastimes,

and appetites whetted by the crisp open air and exercise

dictate food more substantial than the "tide me over" of

the hot summertime.

A favorite menu of ours, for late lunch or early supper

as the case may be. is: Charcoaled-broiled sirloin, green

beans, boiled with tiny new potatoes, and fresh corn, roasted

on the cob in aluminum foil. All this, plus quarts of steam-

ing, hot coffee, can be accomplished with only the aid of a

small, portable, charcoal grill. A compact gasoline or pro-

pane stove makes the whole thing easier, but it isn't neces-

sary. Menus and cooking methods could take up space for

another entire article; but we're sure you get the idea.

Nor is this the end of the list of pastimes, recreation and

services provided for the boatman on Claytor Lake. Perhaps

we have harped too long on the boating aspects of this one

lake, but Claytor has much to offer the pleasure seeker. This

probably accounts for the fact that Claytor State Park is

the largest, in point of attendance, of any of the state parks.

The park offers full facilities for boatmen: Boat livery,

fuel and storage, and delivery of dairy products and ice.

There are 12 rental cottages, with full housekeeping facili-

ties, plus 85 modern camp sites now available on a first-

come, first-served basis. Cottage rentals must be reserved

through the Division of Parks. Virginia Department of

Conservation and Economic Develojjment. Camp sites may
be rented, at a nominal fee. at the park itself.

In addition, two unique services are provided to all boat-

ing vacationers. An enterprising creamery operator in the

area has equipped an 18-foot boat with an insulated cabin,

or body, and delivers dairy products to vacationing resi-

dents along the lake shore. Ice cream sandwiches and pop-

cicles are available to all boaters who care to hail the "milk

boat" on its appointed rounds. On Sundays, the Salibath

edition of a local newspaper is dispensed on the "milk run."

The latest innovation for boaters is a Sunday church

service provided, for boaters only, by the Reverend D. Kirk

Hammond, of Roanoke. The non-denominational service is

completely informal as to dress, and vacationers come in

fishing clothes, shorts, swimsuits, or even "Sunday best,"

should they .so desire. Church bulletins and hymn sheets are

passed to the boatmen by means of a long pole, equipped

with a spring clothespin, much in the manner of a railway

crewman receiving his orders from a wayside station. The

"congregation," averaging about 200 people, listen to the

service and sermon from their boats, anchored within the

sheltered co\e or tied up along the shore. -Services are held

each .Sunday from mid-July through the first Sunday in

September.

Yes, there is much more to boating than l)oating alone.

And the way it is now being done on Claytor Lake is not

only recreational but, truly, re-creational.

Boating is the means to an end. A boat is a conveyance

to many facets of outdoor sport and fun, to togetherness

with one's family and friends. And to a closer bond with

nature—and God.

Popcicles, ice cream and other dairy products

are delivered to vacationers by the "milk boat,"

an 18-footer with an insulated cabin that makes

daily rounds.
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Washington, D. C.

With Photos By The Author

1ENGTHENING days and the approach of warm weather

J
act as Nature's alarm clock, stirring from long winter

hibernation many creatures of Virginia's wildlife. One

of the first reptiles to herald the new season is the northern

fence lizard (Sceloponis undulatus hyacinthinus ) , Virginia's

only spiny lizard. The spiny lizards are those in which the

scales on the upper parts of the body are coarsely keeled and

There are six to ten poorly defined black crosi-bands on a background
varying fronn brownish-gray to bronze. Their dull coloration blends

almost perfectly with the bark of many trees.

terminate in sharp, spine-like points; the scales on the under-

surface, however, are smooth.

These reptiles inhabit a large portion of the United States,

extending from eastern New York westward to Nebraska and

south to the Carolinas, Louisiana and Texas. Although they

live in many different kinds of habitats, they prefer rela-

tively dry open sunny woodlands. Because of their greater

abundance in pine forests, they are sometimes referred to as

the pine lizard. They are almost alwavs found near protective

cover in which they can quickly dart if danger threatens.

Favorite refuge sites include such areas as brush heaps, log

piles, fallen timber, deserted houses and fence rows. Their

habit of sunning on fence posts has given rise to their

common name.

Fence lizards are eaten by birds of prey, snakes, and

numerous .small carnivorous mammals. When disturbed,

tlicir usual habit is to quickly dash, by short bounds, to

protective cover or to the nearest tree trunk and remain

motionless on the opposite side. If the intruder continues

pursuit, however, the lizard quickly and agilely climbs the

tree. When ihe danger which ibrcatened has ])assed. the lizard

returns to the ground.

To anyone who has tried to catch one of these creatures

there is little need to say that they are fleet footed and artful

dodgers. I'ence lizards are provided with many mechanisms

of defense. Swiftness, evasiveness and agility to climb are

only a few. In addition, their dull coloration blends so per-

fectlv with the bark of many trees that it takes a .skillful

observer to detect them if they remain motionless. If all

other measures of defense fail, these lizards share with many
other lizards the interesting construction of the tail. If a
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predator lunges at the lizard and applies only a slight pres-

sure to the tail, it detaches from the remainder of the body.

While the predator is attracted to the wriggling tail section,

the lizard makes good his escape. Within a short time a new

tail is regrown.

In Virginia, fence lizards emerge from their hibernating

quarters of underground burrows, beneath rocks and in the

rotten wood of decaying logs and stumps, beginning the

end of March and continuing into April. The breeding sea-

son begins upon emergence from winter dormancy and

continues for several weeks. After about eight weeks of

development within the body of the female, four to 17

pure white eggs are laid in May or June, which are about

% inches in length and less than I/2 inch in diameter.

The thin papery shelled eggs soon lose the luster of their

whiteness and become dull grayish. The female usually

chooses to lay eggs in sandy soil, one-half to four inches

below the surface. This depth insures that the eggs will re-

main moist from the soil moisture and yet shallow enough

so that they will receive sufficient warmth from the sun's

rays; both requirements are necessary for development. Ten

to 12 weeks later the eggs hatch and the little lizards are able

to care for themselves immediately. Their life span is about

five years.

The diet consists of spiders, snails, and many kinds

of soft-bodied insects. Insects are captured either by a quick

lunge of the head or by swift pursuit. Morning and afternoon

are the times for foraging.

The total length of fence lizards is five to eight inches

and the body is about % of an inch in width. The coloration

of the upper parts is varying shades of brownish-gray to

bronze. Six to ten poorly defined black cross-bands on the

back are shaped like irregular "Va"s, and are more distinct

on the females than the males. The under parts of the male

are white whereas the female lacks the blue and has small

scattered black flecks on the undersurface.

Fence lizards make interesting terrarium pets, as they

are hardy and generally eat well in captivity if provided

with proper quarters and offered the right type of food. They

should not be molested in the wild since they are harmless and

serve as useful destroyers of insects. In this capacity they are

fully worthy of complete protection.

Swiftness afoot and climbing agility are among the fence lizard's

mechanisms of defense.

PITTSYLVANIA
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
PROGRAM IMPROVES FARM

GAME MANAGEMENT
By P. J. MYERS

Coordinator, Vocational Agriculture

A survey just completed by the Vocational Agriculture

coordinator, shows that 2,960 breeding quail and 1,500

ten-week-old birds have been released on Pittsylvania

County farms during the past four years through the voca-

tional agriculture departments in a cooperative wildlife re-

stocking program. Hunters and sportsmen report that these

birds, along with improved farm wildlife management prac-

tices, have accomplished their purpose by boosting the local

quail population by a large margin.

The survey also showed that in excess of 8,000 bags of

wildlife mixture seeds have been distributed by the 10

Pittsylvania County vocational agriculture departments in

the past 15 years. This does not include seed distributed by
game wardens, or by other local groups. The seed is furn-

ished by the Virginia Commission of Game and Inland

Fisheries.

There are many farmers who have become very interested

in the wildlife restocking program. Not only have these

farmers sown the furnished seed, but in many cases they

have purchased additional peas, soybeans, lespedeza, and

milo to be planted for wildlife. Probably just as important,

they have left strips of seeded crops, close to woods, for

winter food for game and other wildlife.

The records also revealed that breeding bobwhite quail

have been released on 865 of the 4,566 Pittsylvania County

farms during the past four years. The 8,000 bags of seed

mixtures have been sown on 1,082, or 26 percent, of the

farms. These records reflect only the activities of vocational

agriculture departments in cooperation with Future Farmers

of America, New Farmers of America, Young Farmers and

Adult Farmers classes. Game wardens, the Soil Conservation

Service and wildlife clubs have distributed and sown seed

also.

The Izaak Walton League has helped locate breeding stock,

and has given prizes for the best FFA wildlife food plots for

the past five years.

Besides furnishing the seed the Game Commission repre-

sentatives have assisted with the educational program and

judged the wildlife seed plots for five years.

Farmers have played the major role in this wildlife im-

provement program by seeding food plots, purchasing fertili-

zer for these plots, paying a portion of the cost of breeding

birds, feeding the released quail until they get adjusted to

life in the wild, and leaving strips of crops that furnish

winter food and cover.

The Board of Supervisors have appropriated $1,000 to help

finance the county wildlife program for next year. Vocational

agriculture teachers began taking orders and collecting

$2.00 per box of four quail (two pair) the first of January,

1963.

The abundance of wildlife food in the county has begun

to increase the populations of local deer and wild turkeys as

well as quail. With all sources working together, Pittsylvania

County should be a better hunting ground in the future.
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1 imagine most of us. the youth of today, because of the

ease in which we have lived, dream of doing something

exciting, adventuresome, on our own, relying on our

personal judgment and ability. Four of us had this oppor-

tunity and seized it.

Eighteen year old Bill Callahan, high school senior, put

his dream into motion, gathering bits of information for

a 1700 mile canoe trip beginning on the treacherous New
River at Radford and ending at New Orleans. Warren

(Speck) Ayers, another high school student, John Withrow.

a young teacher in the Lynchburg school system, and I.

saw Bill's material one afternoon in May and decided to go.

On the morning of June 16 the canoes were hauled to

Radford and set in the water, packed with our personal

equipment and enough food for three days. Most of that

day's trip was fairly smooth, but then we started to en-

counter many limestone-shelf rapids, common to New River.

A mile and a half stretch of such rapids culminated in Bull

Falls, near McCoy, Virginia. This was impossible to shoot

because of the drop in the river, the irregular and tight

rock patterns, and the tremendously strong current. While

Speck and Johnny chose to walk their canoe through the

steps. Bill and I felt it lietter to go to a large rock domi-

next morning I awoke frrst. I luimblv opened inv eves and

squinted into the face of a cow. a foot away, chewing and

looking me squarely in the eye. In that moment of awaken-

ing, anything looks serious I guess; I screamed in terror,

woke the whole camp, and sent the cow tearing oflf through

the weeds.

Each day we went farther into the mountains with beau-

tiful scenery, gorges, hot days, cold nights, and wet sleep-

ing bags. By Sunday Bill and I had taken water twice, once

at McCoy and again when we hit a submerged rock. The

trick is to jump out, if you hit such a rock or shelf, before

the current pulls the canoe broadside and flips it. But this

time it happened so quickly that we had our second ex-

perience with a canoe full of water. After Johnny and Speck

picked up our paddles and cigarettes floating down the

river they enjoyed a big. hearty laugh. Over confident and

still laughing, a half hour later they were caught in a strong

cross-current, hit a large submerged rock, whipped around,

listed, and were hung up soundly on the rock. The current

was lashinsr over one side and out the othe Bill and

picked up their floating equipment, paddled into the eddy

and transferred the rest of their gear to our canoe. We were

finallv able to move their craft and make our wav to shore.
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Johnny Wi+hrow and "Speck" Ayres shoot the New River rapids in the 17 foot canoe.

nating the left side of the rapids and, standing on it. lei

the canoe down by the painter rope. Bill let the canoe

down while 1 stood at a lower point hoping to keep it from

being crushed against the rock by the current. As the

canoe hit about the third way point it began to Imckle. I

pushed as hard as I could, lost my footing, and was swept

from the rock. I was pulled under the canoe and tangled

in the rope. Sharp and jagged rocks scrafM'd my hack and

head; only my life jacket saved me.

Since the New River winds through nimuitains. we found

it hot in the day and cold at night. The cliill of that first

night was increased by our new sunburn and soggy clothes.

packs, and sleeping bags. Bill and Speck found some fairly

dry clothes and went to sleep. Johnny built fires for cooking

and drying. I sat, mad at the bad choice of camp site, the

cold air, and the wet clothes. Our camp was a cow pasture

bordering on a swampy area not common to the river. The

I he nc\l lime Speck and Johnn\ went over tlie\ did not

have time to jumj). We had spent a night at Narrows, Vir-

ginia, where exi-rybody had been good to us and a few men

had shown Johiuiv and nie the falls. Johnin and Speck went

firsi hut VM're uiiahlc to find the axcniic we had decided to

use and were forced to shoot through the best place they

could see at the moment. They hit quite a drop and in a

second both had been thrown out of their canoe. Bill and I

turned cowards. Fearing another cold, wet night, we

walked our canoe through. This was all quite embarrassing

because al)oul fifteen men from town had conic to watch our

great canoeing skill on their falls.

At Bluestone Reservoir Dam our trip on the New i\i\cr

ended. We decided to skip the thirty-five miles between the

(lam and the Kanawha Miver. Mr. Troy (.attrell of the i*ark

Service arranged to Ikuc us drixcii through this area hy

car and trailer.
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We set in right at Kanawha Falls. We did not have a

knot of current and the heat was even worse now. The

river is highly polluted with chemicals and other waste from

many factories. At Allied Chemical's Coal Mine we stopped

in the afternoon of our first day on the Kanawha. There we

took the outsiders" tour of the mine and met some very

friendly men who forced us to eat their lunches and who
made it po.ssible for us to spend the night on the Omar, an

old stern-wheeler tug which was docked at Montgomery^

West Virginia, awaiting their centennial.

Johnny left us at Gallipolis. Ohio, having to return home

to attend a wedding and to work the rest of the summer.

We paddled to Huntington with canoes lashed together, and

there shipped one home and put (jurselves and gear into the

other.

About eight days after we left Gallipolis we reached Cin-

cinnati and the Delta Queen, the only stern-wheel excursion

boat left on the Ohio and Mississippi. This is all Bill had

been talking about, .so when we awoke one morning and

saw her loading on the next dock downstream he gleefully

went to take pictures. He came back urging us to spend

the night on her. This would take us to Louisville, one

hundred and thirty-three miles away. By that evening we

weirdly above the surface and joined the current of the river

to produce a sighing, swishing sound. We felt much better

when we reached some lights and a factory.

We ran into two bad storms on the Ohio. One [)levv up

in an instant. Suddenly black clouds and a wind came up

from behind us and pushed us to shore at about ten knots.

This storm brought heavy rain, fifty mile an hour wind,

and a temperature drop from the 90's to 60"s in about half

an hour.

River locks usually did not present any problem, but we

did find ourselves in a dangerous situation at Lock 44 on

the Ohio. Bill got out of the canoe to a.sk about locking

through. The man working the lock evidently was unfamiliar

with light craft. He told Bill he was rushed, and we couifl

either wait all afternoon or go out to the far side of the

other lock wall and be ready to enter the lock immediately

after a tug came through going upstream. Ordinarily we
would have waited our turn in the quiet water between the

lock and the shore.

There were barges waiting above the lock for their tug

to come up. We tried to cross in front of these to reach the

other lock wall. We were grabbed by a six to eight mile cur-

rent, swelled by recent rain and rusliing even faster because

BY CANOE
TO m

(Left) Alongside the old stern-wheeler "Nancy M." of Pittsburgh, on the Kanawha River. (Right)

Bill Callahan in the stern, "Speck" Ayres forward, prepare to lock through at Nunnber 32 on the

Ohio.

had been on TV. been in the local papers, and made Asso-

ciated Press. We cleaned up. had dinner, and then took part

in the activities. We were too busy using our kitchen

privileges and investigating the boat to go to bed. The ride

cost us S10.45 apiece, hut considering the fun we had. the

food, the people we met. and the experience of riding on

such a historic boat, we all voted it worth the cost.

Our new motto was, "Try everything once." We did. Our

experiences on the Ohio included having breakfast and

lunch on one tow. travelling seventy-six miles on another,

and bumniing numerous cups of coffee anywhere and every-

where.

There is a place called Haunted House Bar on the Ohio.

We passed it about 2:00 a.m. one morning. There happened

to be a very dense fog, more frogs than usual croaking their

chant, and mournful cries actually coming from somewhere.

Since the bar was under water, trees and branches waved

of the lowered wickets. We found too late that we could not

stop ourselves either on the flat sides of the barges or on the

short lock wall. We turned the canoe sharply back upstream,

and paddled for all we were worth barely making headway

against the current. Our paddling created quite a commotion

and we soon had many spectators watching our frantic and

boat-rocking efforts. We paddled furiously until the tow got

out of the lock, then turned perpendicular to shore and

paddled hard and fast through the tow wash which was like

that of a powerful motor boat but with waves five feet high.

We barely made it into the lock, because as we travelled

across the river we also had been carried downstream again.

We sat panting in the quiet of the lock. The lock worker

offered a few wise comments, which we returned with a

noticeable lack of respect for his age. Our evening was

spent discussing his stupidity in making us go out in front

(Continued on the next page)
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of the clam to "wait" instead of letting us stay where we

were until the tow had passed.

We reached Cairo, Illinois, and the Mississippi. We had

heard so much about the Mississippi's current that we ex-

pected to reach New Orleans in about two and a half weeks.

Instead, we found ourselves on a muddy, wide, extremely

winding river with very frequent and harsh upstream winds,

on which we made good about ten miles one day. sixteen

another, and twenty the next.

Finally we reached Memphis, and here our plans and

our trip changed. Speck had been broke since about the

middle of the Ohio phase, I had just hit bottom, and Bill

was almost down to nothing. This, plus lost time and the

pressure of being in each other's company so long, forced

us to make the decision. We boarded the J. V. Chuvin. a

Chotin tow, which was loading its gas barges at Memphis.

Not being true bums, we asked Captain Lambert to put

us to work. Bill cooked, while Speck and I became deck-

hands. The Chuvin let us off at 3 :00 a.m. two mornings later

at Donaldsonville, 100 miles above New Orleans. This was

one of our best experiences. Visiting with the captain and

talking and kidding with the friendly crew, we learned

quite a bit more about the river and really enjoyed our-

selves.

Donaldsonville was our mail stop, and we had to wait

here to collect our mail the next day. In the early evening

we volunteered for and received hospitality in the Parish

,Iail. We were treated to sandwiches, allowed to visit with

the prisoners, provided with mattresses to sleep in the hall-

way near the cells, and served breakfast with the prisoners

in the morning.

From Donaldsonville we paddled on to New Orleans, mak-

ing fifty-six miles—our record—the last day. After a friend-

ly news reporter carried our canoes and belongings to the

hotel garage, we registered, clad in swim suits and shoes,

with packs, unshaven faces, and the day's accumulation of

dirt and sweat. In the elevator of this newest and most

plush hotel in the city, some ladies pressing themselves

against the opposite wall obviously thought we were out of

place. In our room we enjoyed a shower and soft bed. and

piled up an a.stonishing room-service bill: six cheeseburgers,

three quarts of milk, and three packs of cigarettes, all for

only $11.40! Since Bill's father was treating us to our hotel

room and we were broke, one night was all we planned to

stay. We made a quick tour of New Orleans by foot the

next day and walked Bourbon Street at night, until 4:00 a.m.

when we boarded the bus for Lynchburg. August 9, hom?,

and the end of an unforgettable trip.

We have visited, eaten, and spent the nigiil in the homes

of strangers, on tows, on a dredging boat, in a jail, and in

a fashionable New Orleans hotel. We have learned how hard

it is at times to get along and live in harmony. We have

had a chance to learn to think, reason, and get along

by ourselves, with no one to go to for advice. We fished,

hunted, swam, endured huge mosquitoes, and |);i(l<ll(il

through beautiful gorges, areas of great industries, and

the monotony of heat and levees. We were happy, scared,

worried, sad, and lonely. We were really helped along the

way, and lucky enough to have helped a few others.

The best part of the trip? For us it was the wondcrliil

people. Other highlights were our Virginia rapids, the

Delta Queen, the last tow ride, and just being outdoors.

Would we do it again? \ es. v\itli a few changes dm- l<i

experience.

LIFE ON THE BOTTOM OF A STREAM
By DAMD H. THOMPSON

Senior Naturalist, Forest Preserve District of

Cook County, Illinois

A stream conceals a teeming world of bottom-dwelling

animals that are the food supply for all stream fish

and a source of live bait for catching them. Raccoons,

mink, muskrats, ducks, shore birds, turtles and frogs hunt

iiere for mussels, snails, cravfish and aquatic insects. These

insects, after passing their young stages on the stream bottom,

emerge as swarms of flying adults devoured by dozens of

kinds of song birds. These, too. are the insects that fly

fishermen imitate in making their artificial lures.

Streams of all sizes have about the same kinds of bottom

animals, whether a brook small enough to be stepped across

or the mile-wide Mississippi. The greatest differences are

found when the populations from different tvpes of bottom

are compared—rock, gravel, sand and mud. These main types

result from the sorting action of the water, especially during

floods. Rock bottom is found in the fastest water because

all smaller materials are swept downstream. As the current

becomes slower the gravel, then the sand, and finallv the mud,

settle out.

A flat rock with water swirling around it on the riffle of a

clean stream hides dozens of small aquatic animals. If the

rock is lifted, cravfish and perhaps a small fish are glimpsed

as they scurrv into other hiding places. On its underside, flat-

bodied mayfly nvmphs with tufts of gills on the sides skitter

over the wet surface. Also, here are slender stonefly nymphs

with two caudal filaments. Caddisfly larvae, which weave

tiny nets to catch their food, are seen and sometimes a strange

species that lives in a coiled tube made of sand grains glued

together. Both air-lireathing and gill-breathing snails may be

present, as well as creeping adult beetles. A broad, rubbery

leech, clinging with suckers fore and aft. may be hovering

over a blob of bright yellew eggs. A long slender leech glues

brown seed-like egg cases to the rock. \^ ith luck, you may

find a hellgrammite. the big ferocious-looking young of the

Dobson fly and a favorite bait for catching game fish.

Gravel bottom usually supports more pounds of animal

life per acre than any other part of a stream. When a square

foot of it is dredged up. picked over carefully, rinsed and

strained, it commonly yields a wriggling mass weighing an

ounce and made up of 20 or 30 species.

The sand bottom of a stream, like a sand area on land,

often is an almost lifeless desert.

The slow addition of sediment makes mud bottom a rich

underwater soil. Blood worms, tiny relatives of earthworms,

have mud tubes into which they retreat. The midges that

swarm at our windows at night come from mud-dwelling

younger stages. The heaps of "cisco flics" that pile up under

street lights in river-front towns come from the large mayfly

nymphs that burrow in mud. Mollusks are re|)rcsenled by

duck shells atui kinds of mussels and snails not found in

swifter water. Leeches squirm and dragonfly nymphs lumber

over the oozy bottom.

When a clean stream Itecomes polluted with sewage, most

of the bottom animals die. Mayflies, stoneflies and caddis-

flies are most sensitive and disappear first. With more and

more pollution, others drop out one by o\w. At last the

bottom is covered with nothing but a waving mat of sludge

worms like the thick pile on a rug. If the j)()IIution is stopped,

the animal life slowlv comes back.
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SCIENTISTS URGE
CARE IN MILFOIL

TREATMENT

MILFOIL has made creeks in the Potomac area useless

for recreational and commercial purposes, but care-

less use of herbicides to destroy this weed may cause

needless damage, according to Dexter S. Haven, head of the

Department of Applied Science, Virginia Institute of Marine

Science, Gloucester Point.

The luxuriant, feathery plant. Myriophyllum, has recently

filled many coves and creeks along the Potomac River on

both the Virginia and Maryland shores to such a degree that

at times it makes motor boating impossible by fouling the

propellers. On May 28 last year Mr. Haven and Mr. John

Steenis of Patuxent Wildlife Research Refuge treated a

heavily infested seven acre embayment in lower Machadoc

Creek with one hundred pounds of 2,4D pellets per acre. A
week later, local residents applied 2,400 pounds of 2,4D to

about fifty acres in Glebe Creek.

In both cases over 95% of the plants were destroyed with-

in two weeks or less, Haven reported, but in both tests action

of the herbicide extended far beyond the treated zone. Effects

of the heavier application were noticed a quarter mile

away. The effectiveness of the two test applications was at-

tributed to the restricted nature of the coves. Experiments

show that this control technique is not as satisfactory for

stands of Myriophyllum in open waters.

Use of 2,4D is restricted to citizens holding permits. Any
person desiring to use this herbicide in the marine environ-

ment should write the State Water Control Board, Rich-

mond. Virginia, for information and application forms. The

permit system is also in effect in Maryland.

Although 2.4D does not appear to have any adverse effects

on fish, crabs and oysters, its use in close proximity to oyster

beds will be prohibited until extensive tests, now being con-

ducted by State and Federal agencies on the accumulation

of 2,4D in the tissues of oysters and other marine animals, are

completed.

The control of Eurasian milfoil has been a cooperative

venture in which scientists from Federal and State Labora-

tories deal with various phases of the problem. The Maryland

Chesapeake Biological Laboratory at Solomons is studying

sublethal effects of the chemical on oysters, and the Univer-

sity of Maryland is studying the morphology and physiology

of milfoil itself. The Virginia Institute of Marine Science

is working with Steenis to improve methods of application of

2.4D and to determine the effects of treatment on native

plants and animals.

We like our readers a lot and hate to lose any of
them. Please be careful when you are

—

DRIVING-
BOATING—

HUNTING—
Know the safety rules and observe them. If you
alone cannot make this an accident-free year in

Virginia, at least you can avoid becoming a
casualty vourself.

Kissin' Cousins of the Tarpon (From page I2]

Trolling for shad with small spoons, size and 00, is old

hat on Maryland's Susquehanna River, and on Florida's St.

John River. 1 have noted only one man doing it on the

Rappahannock. It is a very effective way to hook this gamy
fish, and many of our common herring will hit on 0000-size

trolling spoons.

Fly rod fans also get their share of shad and herring. They
use small, white streamer flies, tied on Mustad-Sproat No. 6,

or Mustad-Limerick No. 2-4-6 hooks. Yellow and occasionally

red is added to shad streamer flies.

Dart lures with their lead-weighted bodies cast well for

their size. Darts are made in a wide variety of sizes and
colors, have diving lip, bucktail tag, and will take a variety

of fish if cast, trolled or jigged.

Both white and hickorv shad seem to have decided tastes

Although flyrod fans get their share of shad and herring, most shad

buffs use spinning tackle to work small or medium siied dart lures in

the strong current.

in their choice of color for lures. Dart lures painted with

fluorescents work well. Spoons in gold or brass work well in

the Potomac, while in the Rappahannock the shad frequently

reject them and want the silver variety which do not work

so well below Little Falls in the Potomac.

It will pay the shad caster to carry a variety of lures and
try them all until he finds what the fish want. Fortunately,

shad lures are not costly, usually three or four for a dollar.

The time of day and tide have a lot of effect on shad cast-

ing. Early morning and late evening are good times to fish,

particularly when the tide has just started to run in or out.

Once you get the thrill of hooking a gamy, jet-propelled

shad or herring, you understand why shad casting is growing

fast in popularity. In the spring of 1962 1 was one of nearly

1,000 anglers competing for shad catching prizes on the

Susquehanna River one sunny day. You don't draw a crowd
like that unless the sport is something special. Try it!
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Park Management (Contmued from page 5)

normal hunting dates. This is hv far the best and the most

widely applied method of controlling park populations of

ungulates. The only danger is that migratorv habits may be

eliminated from a herd bv differential removal, which would

favor survival of non-migratory individuals. With care to

preserve, not eliminate, migratory traditions, this plan of

control will continue to be the major form of herd regulation

in national parks.

(d) Control by shootins: within the parks.—Where other

methods of control are inapplicable or impractical, excess

park ungulates must be removed by killing. As stated above

in the discussion of park policy, it is the unanimous recom-

mendation of this Board that such shooting be conducted by

competent personnel, under the sole jurisdiction of the Na-

tional Park Service, and for the sole purpose of animal re-

moval, not recreational hunting. If the magnitude of a given

removal program requires the services of additional shooters

bevond regular Park Service personnel, the selection, em-

plovment. training, deputization. and supervision of such

additional personnel should be entirely the responsibility

of the National Park Service. Only in this manner can the

primarv goal of wildlife management in the parks be realized.

Moreover, the numbers of game animals that must lie

removed annually from the parks by shooting is so small in

relation to normally hunted populations outside the parks as

to constitute a minor contrrinition to tlie public bag. even if

it \<.CTe so utilized.

Wildlife Management on National Recreation Areas

By precedent and logic, the management of uildlife re-

sources on the national recreation areas can be viewed in a

very different light than in the park system proper. National

recreation areas are by definition multiple use in character

as regards allowable types of recreation. W ildlije manage-

ment can be incorporated into the operational plans of these

areas uith public hunting as one objective. Obviously, hunt-

ing must be regulated in time and place to minimize conflict

with other uses, but it would be a mistake for the National

Park Service to be unduly restrictive of legitimate hunting

in these areas. Three national seashore recreational areas on

the East Coast ( Hatteras. Cape Cod. and Padre Island I offer

limited waterfowl shooting. But some of the new areas being

acquired or proposed for acquisition will offer substantial

hunting opportunity for a varietv of game species. This op-

portunity should be developed with skill, imagination^ and

(we would hopefully suggest) with enthusiasm.

On these areas as elsewhere, the key to wildlife abundance

is a favorable habitat. The skills and techniques of habitat

manipulation applicable to parks are equally applicable on

the recreation areas. The regulations of hunting, on such

areas as are deemed appropriate to open for such use. should

be in accord with prevailing state regulations.

A number of new national parks are under consideration.

One of the critical issues in the establishnitnt of new parks

will be the manner in which the wildlife resources are to be

handled. It is our recommendation that the basic objectives

and operating procedures of new parks be identical with

those of established parks. It would seem awkward indeed to

operate a national park system under two sets of ground

rules. On the other hand, portions of several proposed parks

are so firmly established as traditional hunting grounds that

impending closure of hunting may preclude public accept-

ance of park status. In such cases it mav be necessary to

designate core areas as national parks in every sense of the

word, establishing protective buffer zones in the form
of national recreation areas where hunting is permitted. Per-

haps only through compromises of this sort will the park

system be rounded out.

Summary
The goal of managing the national parks and monuments

should be to preserve, or where necessarv to recreate, the

ecologic scene as viewed by the first European visitors. As
part of this scene, native species of wild animals should be

present in maximum variety and reasonable abundance. Pro-

tection alone, wliich has been the core of Park Service wild-

life policy, is not adequate to achieve this goal. Habitat

manipulation is helpful and often essential to restore or

maintain animal numbers. Likewise, populations of the

animals themselves must sometimes be regulated to prevent

habitat damage; this is especially true of ungulates.

Excess game that does not leave a park must be removed.

Trapping and transplanting has not proven to be a practical

method of control, thdugh it is an appropriate source of

breeding stock as needed elsewhere.

Direct removal by killing is the most economical and

effective way of regulating ungulates within a park. Game
removal by shooting should be conducted under the com-

plete jurisdiction of qualified park personnel and solely for

the purpose of reducing animals to preserve park values. Rec-

reational hunting is an inappropriate and non-conforming

use of tile national parks and monuments.

Most game reduction programs can best be accomplished

by regular park employees. But as removal programs in-

crease in size and scope, as well may happen under better

wildlife management, the National Park Service mav find

it advantageous to employ or otherwise engage additional

shooters from the general public. No objection to this pro-

cedure is foreseen so long as the selection, training, and

supervision of shooting crews is under rigid control of the

Service and the culling operation is made to conform to

primary park goals.

Recreational hunting is a valid and potentially important

use of national recreation areas, which are also under juris-

diction of the National Park Service. Full development of

hunting opportunities on these areas should be provided by

the Service.

ISN'T IT STRANGE?
Isnt it strange that we know well we should have fairly

frequent physical checkups for our own good, yet wr put off

seeing our doctor just as long as we can—sometimes too long.

And isn't it strange that we have traffic laws to protect our

families and ourselves from the careless and irresponsible

driver, yet we don't hesitate to brag about how quickly we

came in from Richmond or Roanoke even though we had

to violate the laws that were made for our protection to

accom[ili--li thi^ "(laring" feat.

And again isn't it more than strange that a \^ altonian.

who has pledged to support, and to hunt and fish in accord-

ance with, the laws that have been enacted to perpetuate

these privileges that we might continue to enjoy them, will

brag about exceeding his creel or bag limit as though this

were the only day of hunting and fishing that mattered to

him or any of his fellow fishermen and huntsmen. P'ellows,

it's imperative that we "practice what we preach" if our

efforts in the Izaak Walton League are going to be effective.

From The Wallonian, monthl.v newsletter of the Lynchburg Chapter,
Izaak Walton I^ai?ue of America.
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By DR. J. J. MURRAY
Lexington, Virginia

SPARROW hawks nest in the most peculiar places. While

other hawks huild nests in trees or on open ledges,

this little hawk seeks seclusion, generally using a natu-

ral cavity, or a bird box, or a flicker's abandoned hole, or

even a crevice in a building. In Lexington a pair sometimes

nests on an open shelf under the eaves of Reid Hall on the

Washington & Lee campus.

The manse of the Lexington Presbyterian Church is a

lovely, century-old building, with a high gable in front. A^

the apex of this gable half a brick is missing. A pair of

sparrow hawks go through this opening and build their

nest in the sheeting just under the tin roof. In hot summers

the eggs are addled, but in a good percentage of years the

young are successfully reared. When the time comes to

leave the nest they launch themsehes into a great spruce in

front of the house. At times we ha\e had them come down
through the attic into the upstairs hall.

This is one of our most beautiful hawks. The male has

a reddish-brown back and .slaty blue wings. The bluish

head has a reddish cap and striking black marks before

and behind the ears. The tail is rufous, with a wide black

band near the end and a white tip. L nderneath it is cream-

colored, spotted with black on the sides. The female is

similar but duller and without the blue on the wings.

The female lays four or five lovely eggs, very variable in

color, basically pale reddish or rich cream, sometimes with

spots of pale lavender. It takes about four weeks for the

young, which are almost naked at birth, to hatch.

The sparrow hawk's method of hunting is another of its

interesting features. \^ ith wings moving easily and rapidly,

the l)ird will hover over a field, remaining in one position

for a minute or more at a time, watching keenly for a move-

ment in the grass below and then darting down to pick

up a mouse or a grasshopper. Its vision is almost unbeliev-

ably keen. From 40 or 50 feet in the air it can spot the ac-

tivity of a grasshopper on the ground.

While it is possible for a sparrow hawk to capture a bird

of some size, when Dr. A. K. Fisher, in his classic studies

of the stomach contents of birds, analyzed the stomachs of

320 sparrow hawks he found signs of only one bobwhite.

There were 53 small birds. 89 mice, and 24 over .small mam-
mals and reptiles, while 244 stomachs contained insects,

chiefly grasshoppers, and spiders, and 29 were empty. While

the little hawks food naturally varies according to what is

available, it is evident that in its destruction of grasshoppers,

it is almost entirely beneficial.

How absurd, then, for any county to hold to the bounty

system. To be sure, the bounty payments are aimed at some

of the medium-sized hawks, such as the sharp-shinned. But

these hawks are too fast to be often shot, and I am not

sure that I have ever seen one of them in a bounty bag.

The vast majority of hawks that I have seen brought in

for the bounty are these beneficial little sparrow hawks.

Some 20 years ago the sparrow hawk had become very

scarce in most Virginia counties. Fortunately most super-

visors have learned the lesson, so that the bounty system is

now rarely in effect.
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DOKOTHY ALLEN

4-H'ers Plant Pine Seedlings

Last year 1,800 4-H members planted

o\er 600.000 tree seedlings. This was

about three percent of the trees planted

bv .small landowners in the state, and

about one and one-half percent of all

trees planted in the state.

Conservation-minded 4-H members

helped reduce erosion on many areas by

starting new crops of trees. Their

600.000 seedlings, say W. A. McElfresh.

VPI forester, were enough to replant

600 acres of land.

There are several questions the young

4-H member should ask when under-

taking a tree-planting project. Where

is the best place to plant seedlings ?

What kind of trees to plant? How are

seedlings ordered; how planted?

This may be on cut-over land or

op:"n land not suited to crops or pasture.

Seedlings should never be planted in

the woods because they die as larger

trees take available sunlight and mois-

ture.

On most sites in the Piedmont and

Tidewater, loblolly pine does well. For

the mountain area, foresters recommend

white pine. On badly eroded areas in

the state, plant Virginia pine.

The Virginia Division of Forestry

provides free seedlings to 4-H members.

This year 4-H'ers may order 100 white

pine or up to 200 of the other species.

Fill out an order and turn it in to

the 4-H club agent. Seedlings will be

delivered during the planting season

by the agent. Carefully follow planting

directions that come in each seedling

bundle.

Bluebird Project

Ornithologist> sa\, tlie recent severe

winters, the use of new insecticides, and

modern farming methods are responsible

for the decline of the bluebird popula-

tion.

Two years ago the iNational Audubon

Society and the United States Fish and

Wildlife Service conducted a bluebird

census and discovered that 80 had been

spotted in Virginia that year. Tlic year

before there were 529.

Bluebirds come north early, and in

YOUTH

Twelve-year-old Dan Del Vecchio of Richmond
caught this 5% pound largemouth bass fishing

on the Chickahominy below Walker's Dam.

the past few years tens of thousands

froze in the late winter storms.

Bluebirds eat insects, but farmers

spray their fields and orchards to rid

them of the insects, and the bluebirds

starve. Some scientists think they also

die from eating poisoned insects, and

that their eggs may be infertile by in-

gesting poison from the sprayed in-

sects.

And careful farmers who won't allow

hedgerows, rotten trees and fenceposts

on their land are unwittingly depriving

the birds of natural nesting places.

Bird lovers, including the second-

graders at the Barboursville School, are

attempting to bring back the bluei)ird

by building houses for them.

Mrs. Lucy Christian^ the second grade

teacher, offers a prize to any pupil who
gets a tenant for his bluebird house.

Last year, when she conducted the

same project, one child played proud

host to a lilucliii'd.

The pupils learn that a bluebird

house has to be built to precise specifica-

tions to discourage other birds from

using it. The floor should measure 5 by

5 inches, the height should be 8 inches,

the entrance fl/^ inches in diameter and

placed near the top of the box. and

llicic should lie no perch. Old weathered

wood is the best material.

The pupils will place their blucliird

houses on posts close to the ground,

away from human dwelling>. in a sunny,

open spot. —Ric/unund Times Dispatch

Capron School Observes Wildlife
Week

In observance of National Wildlife

Week, the 1st. 2nd and 6th grades of

the Capron Elementary School pre-

sented a program on Fridav morning.

March 22. at 9:00 o'clock, in the school

auditorium.

"America was used as the opening

song.

Rev. J. S. Peebles of the Capron

Methodist Church gave the devotionals.

Vernie Francis and Bruce \^ illiams

of the 6th grade introduced the pro-

gram. They spoke of the serious threat

to wildlife due to the careless use of

pesticides and called attention to a few

of the problems of conservation con-

cerning the use of the poisonous chemi-

cals and stated, more than once, they

should be handled with care.

The 1st and 2nd grades, in rhyme

and song, told of birds—ending with the

request that everyone be careful with

the poisons used to destroy weeds, in-

sects, or other pests.

Ridley Bain and Danny Withers. 6tli

grade students, recommended that the

manufacturer's suggestions be followed

and when in doubt, to contact your

county agent for assistance. They also

stated that birds, animals and fish are

all susceptible to these chemicals and

since some of the animals have been

completely wiped out in our country

the careless use of pesticides is a good

way to wipe out more of our wildlife,

and our indifference could destroy much
of the natural beauty of our land which

makes this world a better place in

which to live.

The entire 6th grade gave a two-part

nnisical selection entitled "Spring.

Dermis Harrell of the 6th grade wel-

comed the guests.

The program was concluded with the

singing of "Come Thou^ Almighty

mg.

Mrs. Eager B. Deloatche teaches the

6th grade and Miss Lizzie Story is

tcachi'r of the 1st and 2nd grades.

—,l/(.s.s Lizzie Story

Capron, Virginia
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Hunter-Safety Course Adopted
In Giles

Giles County is the first Viroinia

county to approve the inchision of the

Game Commission-NRA Hunter Safety

Training Course in the curriculum of

all county schools. Students in 15 ele-

mentary and high schools were given

three hours of instruction in safe gun

handling imder the supervision of Game
Wardens \\ . T. Jamison and W. G.

Mitchell.

A grand total of 2.596 Giles County

students successfully completed the

course and received their certificates.

Comments on the value and success of

the course were enthusiastic from both

teachers and students. Some thouglit the-

course should lie compulsory, while

others felt it should be left on a volun-

tary basis. All felt that any interested

student should have the opportunity to

get this training.

Schools in other counties have ap-

proved the course, but Giles was the first

to adopt it on a county-wide basis. The

Commission of Game and Inland Fish-

eries stands ready to arrange for instruc-

tors and provide course material.

New Chemical Found To
Replace Hard Detergents

According to the ciiemists of the Con-

tinental Oil Co., an acceptable "soft"

substitute for the popular "hard" de-

tergent, alkyl benzene sulfonate, has

been found. The new product will be

available to soap manufacturers in

about two years. The new product will

be as cheap as the ABS and will be

competitive from a sales standpoint, in

that it will clean as well as the old hard

detergent. Its major advantage over the

hard detergent is it will break down
biologically and become food for bac-

teria far more readily than the ABS,

thus not create the problem in septic

tanks and sewage systems as hard de-

tergents have in the past. Of primary

interest to biologists is that the new sub-

stitute does not have the lethal effects

on streams as ABS, which is a potential

killer.

Oyster Roast for Loudoun
Enjoying the fare at the annual oyster roast sponsored by the Loudoun County Izaak Walton
League are: left to right, Lester King (past president); Robert L. Arnold (vice president); Alfred

Phillips (president); George P. Grove (National I.W.L.A. Director); and Elmer "Whitey" Sauer

(Loudoun Chapter Director). The Loudoun County Chapter is just connpleting a new honne on

30 acres within the town limits of Leesburg.

Russian-Olive Leaflet Available

The L . S. Dej)arlment of Agriculture

announces a new leaflet, No. 517, "Rus-

sian-Olive for Wildlife and Other Con-

servation Uses."

More than 50 kinds of birds and

mammals eat the fruit of Russian-olive.

In the list are 12 kinds of game birds,

including pheasant, grouse, mallards

and four kinds of quail.

Other important uses of the versatile

tree are as windbreak or hedge, general

landscaping, and as shade trees. Its

wood makes good fuel and fair fence-

posts. It is also a producer of high-

quality honey.

The leaflet may be obtained from the

L. S. Government Printing Office, Wash-

ington 25, D. C. The price is five cents.

Included are planting instructions and

details of care and management.

Woodcock Holding Their Own
Woodcock populations in the eastern

United States seem to be holding their

own, according to annual woodcock sur-

veys conducted by the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. Estimates for 1962

based on breeding ground calling activ-

ity show a three per cent decrease

west of the Appalachians and no change

east of the mountains. From the examina-

tion of wings sent in by hunters, it is

estimated that 1.1 juvenile birds were

killed per adult on a nation-wide basis.

During the two-year survey hunters

voluntarily sent in 21,343 woodcock

wings.

Fishing Bonus For Public Relations

To help counteract some of the bad

publicity that paper mills have acquired

because of the alleged killing of fish by

wastes dumped into surface waters,

Crossett Paper Mills, Inc., of Arkansas,

will invest some $3,500,000 in the con-

struction and development of a 1,700-

acre lake for fishermen. Working in co-

operation with the Arkansas Game and

Fish Commission, the paper company

will provide the reservoir, boat dock,

parking field, and picnic area at no cost

to the public.
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Your Boat Trailer

Since a great number of pleasure

boaters reside away from the boating

waters, they rely on the boat trailer to

haul their boat to the boating areas.

Therefore, with the increasing highway

traffic and the increased use of trailers,

it is important that trailers are kept in

good mechanical condition to prevent

breakdowns and accidents on the high-

way. Here we are combining boat safety

with traffic safety.

The boat trailer is the third major

capital investment in a boat rig and

should be maintained in good condition

at all times. -When purchasing a trailer

for your boat, be sure that the two are

matched. Do not purchase a trailer that

is too small for your boat or, on the other

hand, one that is too large. Don't buy

junk, for there is both good and bad

equipment available. Having the right

trailer could mean the difference between

safety and disaster.

More good trailer tires have blown

out because of underinflation than any

other cause. The average customer is

used to 22 to 30 pounds inflation in the

tires of his car, and if not reminded, will

put the same amount in his trailer tires.

I nderinllation causes excessive heat,

tire breakdown and resultant failure.

Vi lien the load is under the maximum
limit, tire pressure can be reduced for

easier riding, and less shock is trans-

mitted to the boat. Here is where com-

mon sense comes in. When purchasing

a trailer. l)e sure to check for the rcfdiii-

mended tire |jressure.

Mind Your Bearings

Now, let's talk about wheel bearings.

You have just driven a long way to the

launching ramp^ and you are in a hurry.

1 he ramp is crowded, so you back vour

trailer into the water and drown the

trailer wlicels. This is a major cause of

liigliway accidents. High speed causes

wheel bearings to get very hot and the

bearings expand. When the bearings are

suddenly dumped into the water, they

instantly contract, drawing water and

air into them. Even waterproof grease

seals can't stand this kind of abuse. If

the trailer has to be dumped into the

water so that you can launch your boat,

be sure that the wheel bearings have had

sufficient time to cool. Wheel bearings

should be checked and repacked at fre-

quent intervals. If you fail to take care

of your wheel bearings, corrosion will

occur. The corrosion will not let the

bearings lubricate properly, causing

rapid wear and hard pulling. The wear

will not allow the wheel bearings to

hold the wheels true, and a wobble will

result. This causes undue dragging on

the tires, resulting in excessive wear and

heat, and perhaps an accident.

Grease As Directed

The manufacturer has adapted the

latest methods in greasing the hubs and

bearings of your trailer. Do not try to

modify them. We all know that it is

much easier to shoot grease into a

grease fitting, but on boat trailers this

is not a good practice because jampack-

ing the hub with grease can be just as

dangerous as not having enough grease.

With too much grease the pressure can

become .so great that the grease seal

ruptures, resulting in the loss of all the

grease in the hub. Half full is plenty.

Just replace it more often. When you

grease your bearings through a grease

fitting, there is no guarantee that the

water inside the bearing is going to be

forced out. Vou should inspect your

bearings lo iiisuif that \\\v\ arc not

worn.

About lialluay through the season

you should check your wheel bearings

to be sure that tliev are in good me-

chanical ((iiKlitioii. It is a good idea to

lake all of the old grease out. wash the

i)earings off with a good sohcnt and

then r('|)ack thctn. Check the wheel

aligtunenl of your trailer wheels. If not

|)ro|)crly aligned, the tires will wear un-

evenly. If paint has been chipped from

your trailer, touch up the spots so rust

cannot get .started.

Watch Your Speed

Remember, in most cases the legal

liigliway speed for a towed vehicle is

10 miles an hour slower than the

posted speed limit. When towing your

trailer, be sure that everything is tied

down for the trip. Each time that you
stop, check to see if everything is OK.
Start at the car hitch, and check the

safety chains to be sure they are not

dragging. See if the winch is wound
tight. Be sure that your rollers and

bolsters are tight as well as your tie-

downs. Your trailer lights are verv im-

portant. Be sure that they are all work-

ing and meet the State specifications.

When you plan for an extended

vacation with your boat, there are

several items that you should carrv in

preparation for emergencies: a spare

wheel and tire, jack, wrench, spare

wheel bearings, bearing grease, extra

light bulbs for all lights on the trailer

and road flares. Most of all, carry along

some good old common sense.

At Season's End

At the end of the season you should

prepare your trailer for the winter

months. Do not leave the motor mounted

on the transom of \(iur boat, for the

weight will eventually tell on the trailer

tires. You should prop the trailer up

off the ground; reduce tire pres.sure to

approximately 10 pounds; and remove

wheels and tires and store them in a

dark, dry, cool place. Wheel bearings

should be inspected and repacked if

needed. If you ha\e to store your boat

and trailer out of doors, be sure that

the boat is covered and the transom

tilted down so that all of the water will

drain out of the drain hold. Again touch

up all rust spots to prevent further

rusting.

Taking care of your equipment be-

forehand will give you many carefree

hours of fun and relaxation when the

time comes to sally forth on the high-

ways and the waters.
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Add to Your Librar

on Virginia's Wildlife

ENJOY THESE COLORFUL PUBLICATIONS MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE

COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES AT NOMINAL COST

dlife of Virginia 25^

This 88 page booklet is an excellent introduction

ciation. With the aid of six pages of full color il

basic information on Virginia's common birds inci

birds and birds of prey.

to bird study and appre-

ustrations, the book gives

uding game species, song

Freshwater Fishing

and FishliFe in

Virginia 25< ^

Bird Charts

$2.00

Over one hundred pages filled with valuable Information on Vir-

ginia's freshwater fish and fishing. In addition to a species by species

coverage of the state's freshwater fishes, the booklet has sections on

fish management, where and how to fish, cooking fsh, and a list of

the public fishing waters of the state.

Six pages of full color Illustrations.

^^ m^^^'^
.*.>5S

^^^

This set of four 20" by 30" full color charts includes most of Vir-

ginia's common birds. One chart is devoted to game birds Including

waterfowl, one depicts the common hawks, one covers the summer
resident song birds and the other shows a similar group of winter

residents.

Reduced!

The Mammals

of Virginia

Wildlife '^
Lnarts

$2.00
A set of four 20" by 30" full color charts which accurately depict
the state's common mammals, owls, and summer birds. These are

large enough for classroom use yet beautiful enough for framing.

BY J. W. BAILEY

$2.50

Here at HALF PRICE Is a serious coverage of the
state's mammals, both wild and domestic, including
their history. Importance, range, habits and identify-

ing characteristics. With the Commission's book on
Virginia's mammals out of print, Virginia Wildlife
has arranged to make available to its readers, at
this special price. Doctor Bailey's excellent book
which originally retailed for five dollars.

An order blank giving information on

these and over 75 other publications

which may be obtained free from the

COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES
P. O. BOX 1642

RICHMOND 13, VIRGINIA



SOME MOUNTAIN S 'TIES 1

familial

doah Nationo.

most mountain counti

:Mm

Summer visitors to Virginia's mountain coun-

try will find certain bird species which are

absent from the rest of the state. Pictured here

are but a few of the many kinds which are

peculiar to the higher territories, especially

during the breeding season.

The lovely song of the WINTER
WREN is heard only in a few very

high localities, where there are still
.

.

stands of spruce. ^

ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAKS
are common on slopes attaining

a height of 2500 feet or over.

BLACK-THROATED BLUE

WARBLERS may breed as low

as 1500 feet, but are common

only in slightly higher areas.

The VEERY sings its enchanting

song on cool slopes above 3000

feet, occasionally lower.


